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litl&ted in 1956, the Ceunterintel3^oncev^^^ 

o IS r^Ntochniquea has disrupted, exposed and neutralized the 
S u. 5 < Some successful Cointelpro operations such as 
gO'ss o^onymous letters and mailings, in spite of their simplicity/ £J; ^ 
*• H 2 gN^ave caused unexpected consternation and disruption among ■ 
S^Q g a the comrades. Cointelpro-initiated publicity has been a -* ? ^ S 
g w § ^ tremendous deterrent to the comrades, while at the same time «J 

J3w*u< ..-’it has alerted the general public to their insidious maneuve®^ 
* More sophisticated techniques and operations have caused £ 

efections and expulsions within Party ranks Sit). ■■ \ r —® 
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For the purpose of impjartEnting captioned program ~ ^ 
he following suggestions are set forth for thet Bureau's 
onsideration and authorization: . . (L) s ' % 

During the week of October 12-16, 1964, momentous ^ 
changes occurred in the leadership of the government and <; 
Communist Party (CP) of the USSR. The summary dismissal v 
of N.S. KHRUSHCHEV as Premier of the USSR and Secretary of 
the CP of the USSR, will undoubtedly create upheaval, confusion 
and suspicion in the Soviet hierarchy. In addition, because of 
the somevfhat more liberal policies of KHRUSHCHEV, as opposed 
to his predecessor, JOSEPH STALIN, it could be presumed that 
the Soviet populanee may be concerned and anxious lest the new 
government return to the autocratic methods of its former ruler 
‘It could be assumed that any misgivings and distastes which the 
Soviet people felt concerning the dismissal of KHRUSHCHEV will 
be felt also among the Soviet diplomatic colony in NYC, as well 
as in Washington, D.C 
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las recently received 
literature from the American-riungarian Refonned Ministerial 7" - :;- 
Association, Eastern District, 963 Laurel Ave., Bridgeport,:/: "T 
jConn., signed by Dr. STEPHEN M.7B0SZ0RMENYI-BESSEMER. . . 1: • 
This includes data obtained'by'ABRAHAM RIBICOPF, Senator fr’' 9 

from Connecticut, which he obtained from the U. S. T"':} 
Department'of State. This included a summary of information . 
concerning the situation in Transylvania.and notes the following: 

There are certain background aspects of the 7/—^ 
situation in Rumania which indicate a trend towards 
moderation in Rumanian internal policies. On June 16, '■ 
(19^4) the Rumanian Government announced that it had 
already released between nine and ten thousand political 
prisoners and other amnesties now in preparation would • - . 
clear the Jails of practically all prisoners by August 23J 
1964, the Rumanian national holiday. The State Department 
expressed the conclusion that there was no reason to believe 

*/ -1 
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that persons of Hungarian ethnic origin have heen or willr 

be excluded ||rora these amnesty actions .: - ■ 

1 Th^-.Rumanian Government has continued to pursue' 
a cautious $at systematic policy of Romanizing the Hungarians? 
of Transylvania by requiring them to learn the Rumanian 
language, by gradually reducing the number of Hungarian-?, 
language cultural institutions in Transylvania, by inter- 
mixing Rumanians with Hungarians in positions of authority 
and by assigning Hungarian intellectuals to posts outside 
of Transylvania. Although the Rumanian Government's goal 
is to solve its Hungarian minority problem by reducing, ~ 
rather than maintaining or expanding autonomous Hungarian ? ’ 
institutions, it is constrained from imposing this policy 
in a violent fashion by several factors, notably the latent ?:& 
opposition of the Hungarian minority and the continued . 
interest in the fate of that minority on the part of Hungary, 
to which Rumania is allied within the Soviet-bloc. 
Western observers who have traveled in Transylvania '•?■' 
report that an education in the Hungarian-language 
elementary and‘secondary schools is still possible, but .   
it is becoming increasingly difficult if not impossible 
to attend higher education institutions or to set out on a"Vf 
career without knowing the Rumanian language. Assignment 
of jobs to university graduates on a nationwide basis 0 
without regard to the desire of the individual also 
scatters Hungarian intellectuals throughout the country / 
and also is a means of expanding Rumanian influence in r 
the Hungarian (Transylvanian) region. The institution 
of a permanent Rumanian theatre as well as changing a 
medical institute from Hungarian to Rumanian was also 
noted in that region. However, other aspects of Hungarian \ 
separateness are still respected by the Rumanian Government, 
notably, the provision for newspapers and other literature 
in the Hungarian language, as well as the toleration of ‘ 
various churches in Transylvania as long as they keep out ■ 
of politics. Some travel to Hungary on the part of 
Transylvanian Hungarians has also been permitted with a -y 
3'to 4 week waiting period. This appears to represent 
a measure of relaxation in a matter which has been a 
source of much resentment and ill feeling on the part - -. 
of the Hungarian minority. The conclusion was that the 
Rumanian Government has been following a course aimed 
at reducing Hungarian cultural and nationalistic influence 
in* the Transylvania ;region .and assimilating Hungarians 
into the Rumanian-population and reorienting the loyalties 
of ethnic Hungarians in Rumania toward the Rumanian state, v? 
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The approaqfv of the Rumanian Government In this extremely~ 
sensitive problem has in general been gradual and cautious, 
and the State Department found no evidence which would support 
allegation^of genocide or of wholesale persecution toward 
the Hungarian minority in Transylvania. No formal diplomatics^ 
action on the matter appeared to be warranted by the State 
Department. j Q U) •-/ S «?<y 

advised^^^^^^^^^^tS'^^S^^^^^^^nlan question arose 
at a meeting oi the "Hungarian Reformed Ministerial Association 
held during the summer of 1964 at Ligonier, Penn., and that 
further inquiry into the matter was assigned to the aforenoted 
Dr. STEPHEN M. BOSZORMENYI-BESSEMER, chairman of^ttfie 
Eastern District. / / I \ 

advised on «lKj§j 
at a meeting o; 

ofN;h< 

(0) 
The following additional information was obtained ;i 

The Hungarian-Transylvanian Society formerly 
was located in Cleveland, Ohio, but is now located in 
Detroit, Michigan, and may have an interest in and be active 
in supporting freedom for the Hungarians in Transylvania. 

.An Independence Committee:for Transylvania exists 
in Cleveland, Ohio 
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   New York, N.Y., has been ao 
demonstrations in that area concerning the question 
Hungarians|£n Transylvania, f 

expressed t 

1 iJi ' 
' vUU « 

expressed the opinion that there f 
are countess Hungarians in the U. S. interested in the 
oppressed minority in Rumania and who feel that -Transylvania I 
rightfully belongs to Hungary, f J . ^ .. j (U) 

. In order to ascertain the degree of activity in 
t the U.S, on the part of Hungarians concerning the Transylvanian 

problem, it is suggested the following offices be directed, 
by the Bureau to conduct interviews with individuals to. 
determine the feeling of the particular individual concerning 
the Transylvanian question, the degree of activity in that 
area as well as ^ nationwide ?• * on the same question, and ■ 
the existence of any organizations which may be active in ’ 
this same matter. No information concerning the Bureau's 

---plans to utilize any individuals or organizations in 
COINTELPRO z " Would be revealed to any individual ~~>v 
without prior direction from .the Bureau. (I) j 

f S: ' . ■ 
t1 - . 

■ : :vv>■)£Tv*- . 
'•!’ •* V*. ‘r''.’’.vii 

. , . V »■ • .,••.•••.-«■> * * , ' >• - •' * ' il, 1* * - 

.* • r ■ *y.-_ ** • •  

Copies are furnished Chicago,...,* Pittsburgh and Miami in 
view of their being-centers of population for immigrants 
from Eastern European countries.- . * ~\ - 
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- A memorandum on the plight of the’**m 

Hungarian minority in Rumania^- 

i:M 

- - - J^»v ' ' V“«- . r ■■ ■“ ■ '■ v" " ■- ■• ^  /■■- •--- £ 
The western part of Rumania , the region known as Transylvania,-^ 
is an area vhere several nationalities, each with its distinct 
language and culture, live together. The population of . 
6,200,000 is divided into 4,000,000 Rumanians, 1,600,000 Hun— 
garians, and 400,000 Germans settled in homogeneous blocks 
within which the language of the local minority has been used'^K'.v 
for many centuries as a matter of course. The Hungarian popu-^ifch 
lation, which makes up 26 percent of all Transylvanians, has ^ f> 
lived there since the 10th century, well before the Rumanians X-;/;..? 
began to settle in that area, and has developed very distinct 
historical and cultural traditions rooted in its language. 

When Transylvania became part of Rumania, the Rumanian govern- * 
ment pledged to respect the rights to ethnic identity by all 1 “ 
minorities. The Paris Peace Treaty of 1947 between the Allied3S? 
Powers and Rumania explicitly states (Part II, Section 1, Para- 
graph 3) that all persons, without regard to language or faith, - 
are entitled to all human rights and basic freedoms. Further- 
more, Rumania undertook the obligation not to discriminate 
among its citizens according to language, even if discrimination ... 
Is based ostensibly on other factors such as property, social 
status, political and civil activities. ~ ~ 

These obligations were reaffirmed in the Rumanian Constitution . 
of 1952 that created the Magyar Autonomous Region in the east- 
em part of Transylvania, heavily populated by Hungarians. 
Section 82 affirms that all minorities can use their language — 
freely and have education at all levels in their, mother tongue; 
it states explicitly that in each area the official language, . ~ 
including the language of jurisdiction, must be the one most *\.;v 

widely spoken. In Section 17, the constitution guarantees the 
..rights of the ethnic minorities and the protection of their 
culture. 

These promises have not been respected by the Rumanian govern- - 
ment. All oppressive measures practiced by communist regimes 
in general are particularly enforced against minorities, 
especially against the Hungarians. It is an undeniable fact 
that these are aimed at the forcible assimilation of the Hun- 
garian ethnic group into the Rumanian nation. The steps taken 
in this direction indicate that this purpose is pursued by 
dire discrimination on the basis of language and cultural her!- 
tage. The apparent intention is to exclude all Hungarians who is? 
do not declare themselves Rumanians from education, economy, •. 

cultur.e£j-and * political activity. 

Ov 
J ' 
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Administrative Measures -•;,-r-'.~Vi-$ 1‘r 

In 19o?& the borders of the Magyar Autonomous Region were ve^Mfiz&x 
drawn|vith the purpose to reduce the majority of Hungarians 
withifi^this region from 79 to 64 percent,* and at the same time ^S- 
the a|ea was renamed Mures-Magyar Autonomous Region. The ■ 
policy:-6f industrialization was planned so as to facilitate d®^ 
the influx of Rumanians from outside Transylvania to formerly di*' 
pure Hungarian areas in central and eastern Transylvania. : ..Ydd 
While they brought in Rumanian workers from the outside, the 
authorities went far to exclude the indigenous Hungarians from rzfs 
employment in the new industrial enterprises by not granting 
them permission to reside in the cities. More and more Hungar-_H 
ians are forced to work in the Bucharest and Ploesti areas ?’f; 
where their assimilation seems less difficult for the govern—,.^ . ' 
ment. • * ..... ... .. - 

Political Prisoners 
* ; .-*>*“* v : ' 

Thousands of Hungarians are today still suffering in Rumanian 
prisons. A number of these people - primarily Intellectuals# 
clergymen and other persons of high esteem, considered to be 
potential leaders of the Hungarians within their communities — - ? 
had been sentenced during the Stalin era. Scores of new con- 
victions were made following the Hungarian uprising of 1956. 
At this time, large numbers of Hungarians, many of them young /-v 

people still in their teens, were rounded up and imprisoned by   
the Rumanian government, for having “sympathized" with the //;; 
revolutionists in Hungary and for having, allegedly, tried to 
contact them. Several of these were school children under the 
age of 17 at the time of their conviction, who received sen- 
tences of as much as 15 years. Some have been held in complete 
isolation from their families, and under such inhuman conditions 
that their health has been seriously affected. _. 

It is more than ironic that in Hungary itself the majority of 
the freedom fighters, who actively participated in the uprising,; 
were released from prison under a general amnesty, while their ; . 
passive sympathizers imprisoned in Rumania are still kept behind 

.bars.   . : 

Recently an official spokesman of the Rumanian government dis- . 
closed plans for a general pardon during this coming August 
that would bring "practically all" of the political prisoners 
out of jail by the end of this year. At this moment, however, 
this is merely a promise. But, even if the Rumanian govern- . 
ment were to live up to its promise, it still remains to be 
seen whether the "practically all" will include or exclude 
those .who belong to the Hungarian ethnic group. - 

Secret *Deportatf on Camps * ■ f 

Many Hungarians released from prison are denied permission to. j 
return_4>o their'original domicile, barge numbers of them were, j 
deemed-boo dangerous to deserve even this treatment! instead, ; 
they have been deported to special penal communities known to 
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exist 4j\»Fetista Raion of the Baraganul region in southeastern^^cf ; 
Rumania!?. Several hundred persons live here under ,the most- ;4 

primitive conditions working at hard labor; many of them are^a^*^' ‘i 
RumaniBy*. Several hundred persons live here under ,the most 
primitive conditions vorking at hard labor; many of them are^Sl^*^ ^ 
clergymen; educators, and persons respected by their erstwhile '.^ 'g 
communities. To conceal their existence and the location of the -;. J 
camp, they are not permitted to receive visitors or even mail. 

Use of Hungarian Language * , " * ’ ’ • ■’ . . ! :--T d- ^T:^:^. 

In callous disregard of the clauses of the peace treaty and the/rd 
constitution, the government agencies of regions overwhelmingly.*^^% 
Hungarian do not accept petitions but in Rumanian and no hearing*‘5^ 
is given to those who try to speak Hungarian at the courts. In tsdd- 
many Hungarian communities Rumanians were appointed as collective r. 
farm chairmen who insist that every business be transacted in Ru- ‘v 
manian even if they are the only ones fluent in that language. The’; 
officials of police and administration are all Rumanians even 
the Mures-Magyar Region who refuse to listen to Hungarians without ' 
interpreters. Recently the situation got to the point that many - 
stores have refused service to Hungarian customers in localities d 
where 80 percent of the population speaks Hungarian. It is re-CSdpi 
ported that Hungarians speak, when in public, Rumanian among them- 
selves to avoid harassment by the police.  

Hungarians in Moldova .. ., dv',: 

The fate of Hungarians who live outside Transylvania in the north- 
eastern part of Rumania, known as Moldova, is even worse. Their 
number is close to 80,000 living there in isolated communities for 
centuries. In 1958 all Hungarian schools were closed, forcing . 
even six year old children to study in Rumanian. In addition, Hun- 
garian services in churches were banned, including the singing of 
hymns in that language. Young people who dare to attend the few 
Hungarian educational institutes still open in Transylvania cannot 
return to their original homes, as it happened to, students attend-, 
ing the Theological Seminary in Alba Iulia (Gyulafehervar). The . 
Hungarians of Moldova are under heavy pressure to assume Rumanian 
names and deny their ethnic origin. The intimidation resulted in r 
the fact that lesB than half of them dared to state Hungarian as ■ 
their mother tongue at the 1956 census. , . _.r 

Churches - ■"S- \.d<. -1. 

The Hungarian churches, both Roman Catholic and Protestant, are 
heavily persecuted, much more so than the Rumanian Orthodox faith. 
The favorite tactic is the imprisonment of Hungarian priests and 
ministers on trumped-up charges of "anti-state activities." Many 
clergymen are still in prison, among them four members of the 
Franciscan order in Dej (Des) and several nuns in Miercurea Ciuc ' 
(Csiksz^reda^i^r^Some of them were even less fortunate like Rev. 
Father ShnthaTof Sindominic (Csikszentdomokos) who was.tortured ? 
to death in^ jail ;or Rev. Dr. Jozan, Unitarian bishop of Cluj i 
(Kolozjs&fSf)" who died after being beaten by the police. The head ^ 
of the^Lu the ran Church, Rev. Dr. Jarosi. disappeared without trace 
along with the known Calvinist minister of Cluj, Rev. Dr. Laszlo. 
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‘■At least ten clergymen, upon completion of their prison sentences/ 
"were diji$>brted to penal settlements in the Baraganul. Even those 
who abided this deportation are not permitted to -reunite with £/ 
their Congregations. . The authorities know that the churches are 
the lafei. refuges of Hungarian language and culture, and hope that 
the pafetorless parishes will fall apart under the relentless :'Acu- 
pressure*        - ■ -----  :  

Education - --■■■ A. : 

Up to 1958 Hungarian schools of all levels were maintained for ' 
the Hungarian minority. Since then, the tendency to eliminate or./ 
consolidate these into Rumanian institutions has been stronger / A 
every year. The first step in this process was to set up paral— rr 

lei Rumanian sections with Rumanian teaching personnel in hitherto 
all Hungarian schools; then, the students and teachers were forced 
to demand - in the name of economics and teaching efficiency .— .- ^-;*- 
the full conversion to Rumanian. This happened in Cluj (Kolozsvar) . 
in 1959, when the Hungarian Bolyai University was consolidated : / 
into the Rumanian Babes University. Three professors committed — 7;. 
suicide to register their last desperate protest to the elimina- - 
tion of Hungarian as the language of instruction. The Agricultural 
College of the same city was also abolished in a similar vein. 

The College of Medicine of Tirgu Mures (Marosvasarhely), the capi- * 
tal of the Autonomous Region, is gradually being converted to L* :*/ 
Rumanian; presently only the senior class receives instruction A . 
still partly in Hungarian. Applicants are forced to take admis-" 
sion tests in Rumanian and even many of those Hungarians who are 
able to pass these are not accepted to make place for students J 
from outside Transylvania. 

The remaining few technical high schools in the Autonomous Region 
teach more and more courses in Rumanian and those seeking admis- 
sion must pass a test in that language. Regular high schools with 
Hungarian instruction exist only as sections of Rumanian insti— . 
tutes, with increasing number of courses instructed in the Rum an-. 
ian language. The famous Miko College in Sfintu Gheorghe . - - 
(Sepsiszentgyorgy) became a Rumanian school where only Hungarian/f 
literature is still given in Hungarian. 

In the past two years a strong drive was launched to replace Hun- 
garian even in elementary schools. It is reported that for in- 
stance in Arad, where Hungarians number 30,000, second graders are 
required to learn in Rumanian at an age when they have not yet 
learned to write their mother tongue. Hungarian teachers, al- 
though in possession of Rumanian degrees, are required to pass 
periodic "qualifying examinations" which gives the authorities an 
opportunity to dismiss them at will. 

Cultural/fter^taqe — • - > " 

In conjunction‘w^ththe attack against Hungarian education a re- «r / 
lentlMs^drive was started, to destroy the cultural heritage of thej^r 
Hungarian minority. ” The libraries and archives of centuries old * -vv 

institutions, e.g. Unitarian College of Cristuru Secuiesc 

ip 
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(Szekelykeresztur) and the Calvinist College of Aiud (Nagyenyed) V:^ 
were ^Ucked with deliberate negligence to a grain storage house' 
In Tirgu Mures (Marosvasarhely), where the invaluable manuscripts | 
and o£<J books were poured on the floor and are being destroyed by 
mice and dry rot., The libraries of both the Hungarian University 
and tife Transylvanian Museum of Cluj (Kolozsvar) were carted to 
the same place in 1963 with the purpose of slow destruction. The 
Szekely National Museum of Sfintu Gheo'rghe, (Sepsiszentgyorgy) was 
closed as such, and taken over by an all Rumanian management. 

And as if these measures were not sufficient, Hungarian cemeter— V: 
ies have been desecrated, as that of Hazsongard in Cluj, where 
gravestones of prominent Hungarians were sold to stonecutters in . 
an effort to obliterate the mementos that the city not long ago v 
was overwhelmingly Hungarian. - ...... 

Conclusions 

These foregoing measures of discrimination infringe upon the basic 
human rights with vicious disregard to the United Nations Charter, 
the Paris Peace Treaty, and even the Rumanian Constitution itself. 

The process of forcible assimilation meets the resistance of the 
Hungarian ethnic minority and will inevitably produce growing ten- 
sions within Rumania and among the states of Eastern Europe. These 
tensions will result in an opportunity for the Soviet Union to re- 
establish its weakening influence in that area and thus counteract 
the recent moves by the United States to foster the independence 
of the satellite countries. It is, therefore, in the interest of 
this country to persuade the Rumanian government to cease the per- 
secution and oppression of its Hungarian subjects. 

Compiled, in the conviction that free men must 
help those who cannot help themselves, by* ,;L 

Peter(Bocskor 
170 East 77th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

DomokosPasint ' 
3031 Edwin Avenue 
Port bee, N. J. ..", 

Charles Parkass 
202 East 96th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Charles^Pdleki 
150 Ridge Road : 

Rutherford, N. 

July-4, 1964. 
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^Russian Aides Switch to SpaceSavmgVR^sl 
.VV;' Beetle-mania ifi sweeping the! lain stubby little importsihelps make the parking prob-| The embassy ; official * said 

T- Soviet Embassy/*'V‘';> ' r' whose Initials are VW. 
Not the mop-haired moaners A curbside count recently The problem, well known to been a "chain reaction'1’ among 

•\v£ from Britain but some diminu- showed that out of 30 ears the State Department, has the staffers, '■* 'A"- 
-**C* live droshkys from West Ger- parked near the embassy and been to provide parking space Asked If the switchover to 

many are the objects of the bearing diplomatic tags, 20 for about 80 embassy em- European models might have 
ftV ' Russians’ enchantment were VWs. ployes who drive to work, economic or diplomatic signifi- 
iVi ■ wftrVpr* An Embassy spokeman ex- The department has been able cance, he chuckled and said: 

v E . Yv - ! ,e plained the beeUes’appeal to to get about 20 diplomatic "Perhaps it will increase 
v \ hcen trading in their Ameri- bim: - ■ . spaces reserved ’along 16th competition between Ameri- 

can-made cars and making a *in my opinion It’s a good and L streets nw., but It hasn’t ckn and West German manu- 
collective switchover to cerl car, very convenient and it helped too much. , . >. Ilecturers.** -.> * -\r f- j 1^' 

lem a bit easer." the' conversion' to vVWs has 

:v',- 
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• t. THE \TASHENGTON POST Su*J<v.M.U.HfS A31^ 

< * ■ m ’ ‘ ' '** •' ■: ' *‘'i1 ; <• ’.-■■■ Tli*ffMhlnitoBPart . 

Russians’ little cars lined up on 16lh Street between L and M Streets nw, near the Soviet Embassy. . *,;■} 
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Mr. Balmont— 
Mr. M ;»hr .i^- 

■Mr.‘.D*r/?A<*h- 
Mr. Ca?j*rr.;, 
•Mr..Cfl'fl’ian- 
Mr/ CrnraJ J 
Mr.-. Felt——L 
Mr. CaleL._--l 
Mr. -ltpfirn':.. y 
Mr.'Suiiiva/a 
Mr. Tnv«l4L 
Mr.-Troiti»r__ 
Tele. Room  
MIJIS Huln.tt- 
Mi&a Gandy  
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WFO submits the following plan in its furtherance 
of the objectives of this program: Cu'. 

■ " 'V ' In a form letter dated 1/20/65, "Soviet Life" ~'rv-:.: 

1706 18th St., N.W., WDC (address of the Soviet Commercial ; 
Press offices) extended an invitation to its subscribers to 
a "Readers' Conference." "Soviet Life" is the official 
magazine of the Soviet Embassy, published in the English-^ 
language on a reciprocal ba&is with the U.S. Dept, of State 
The conference is scheduled for 5:30 p.m., 2/12/65 at the-f: 
Soviet Embassy. The letter sets „forth the program of . 
the conference as follows: ^ if)i Jj ■: 

- i \y / -  JCP?r"T7T * .. _. 

.. 1.. Introductory remarks by the editoi'Pj;' 
; 2.\ Comments by the readers. ■ ? . 

3.. Cocktails * * V* ^ v-" ’ 51,17 

:V ::, 
‘ ~Comments in the letter Indicate that guests 

will have opportunity to make suggestions and criticisms 
and will meet members of the Editorial Board of the magazin 
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4v^:5^:.• :->r‘.Vpor purposes- of Informstion# *tVistenexn ‘is 
vjk&'h<>y: polymer compound used in the manufacture of pressure 

sensitive tape. 'It is the invention of a German, company’ 
(BadiBche-Aniliri and Soda Fabrik) (BASF), and is sold in 

- the US * only by Standard Oil * and. the. American outlet of 
,,BASPi 1 the BASF Colors and Chemicals Co;> [8*15 Third Ave 

^ ..^s^y^KYC Although the product' to ava liable on the open: market# j 
r' ■ .the process. for, ite manufaoture, is a closely yarded; ^ 

• Vrp.■/' :y'~v‘v ~y -s-■. „i. •' 
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MAS M 19£ 

/ “SOVIETS AT UN ■ l ? 
MISSION PHOTOGRAPH 'HMpfoftk®ollr MAS\^ ; 

THROUGH-VimS-WVEILING OF-' - W)| IfflT  J 
PLAQUE REM IN DlNG-'WORiD OF- CONTIN UING1 . 'M0i 
AND FOSTERED ^ANTlrSCMlTJC POLICfES OF.&Y'tyzt* gg£; 
SOVIET &OV£RN^FNW^Mr/f'S//25VJ *P"' 

TO THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT THE ONlYJElVISHSb 
PROBLEM THEY HAVE IS THE ONE INTHE UNITED STATES 
6U1TfHEI?E„THEy MUST SHOOT IV/TH JUST A CAMERA? 



. < ■;-v':-’ -v tS.'.Z-'-ii' 
\V . s 'r s'.'< 
. * * „ ' „ w * * V*/ / • : 

3/23/65 
„s>:‘ 

; j : ~ » !-•' . ■-' 
WixryvxL*:* 

I. " *'V. Referenced Bureau letter instructed that observationsv.>K.:.V> 
nd recommendations of the Chicago Office be submitted regarding 
tie consideration of .ad d i tiona 1 anonymous^ina ilingsregarding 

this -iS".?*v\ 

f:0M- 

' / \‘ 

~&M«: \v 
H. 

-The Chicago Office does not feel competent. In the^t^vAi 
matter of writing anonymous letters, to compose.these letters^4;j 
and to vary handwriting, etc,, which would be a pprerequisite 
to the proposed anonymous mailings. Should this course be- 
decided upon, it is felt that only an individual with a native 
ability In the Serbo-Croatian language would be logical to^.;; > . 
be used In the composition of such letters 
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• _ UNITED STATES C<^PiNMENT 

0 Memorandum W. 
Mr. W. C. Sulliva#% . 

- A. Branifan -'v4"i54i> 

' 1: if 

row oi. 1 . ■ -*£; Mohr  
''■ ; OrLooci _ 

1- Mr* x ;v, Su 11 ivan;#r— 
1- Mr. *W.S. Tavel r% y'i- V Conrad i 
1- Mr. W.A. Branigan ’*&■.JJll“— 

DATE: <TE: 4-5-65.^^g^r£^ 
'■ ■" ■'*'■• ; To*»l J*— 

1- Mr. R.W. Smith •?; 
i- Mr. C.J. Vizas 

:yv- ;r~lPurpose of this memorandum is to recommend that Bureau file 
in captioned matter be maintained in the Special Mail Room, 1315 
Identification Building. . ' 

m*r 

m 



FROM 

The attached Q..X./V <Tpvo;>i has been/£Sk 
received in the Records Branch, appropriately initialed, and in-' 
dicated for file. By use of instant transmittal memorandum, all 4^: 
necessary recording and indexing will be accomplished. It is to' 40--2' 
be noted this form is for internal use only within the Records 
Branch, principally by the Routing Unit where bulky material notS&Q* 
accompanied by memorandum is usually received. , : : 4 • 

(rtr-C-'ll&o'r 
The enclosure, if bulky and not usually filed with other ^ 

papers in file, may be detached but this action should be clearly vr? 
noted under the ^6&^e£nfcio_sure. ” CtoKO ^ > ,/>u > * 

Exempt from GDS. Catororv [ ^ - V: 
■ Date of Declassificctio^lUg^/^^ ‘ . NOT RECORDED 

ATlAGfl^D V 'JwtS „' S' APR 5 1255 

iBMLOSUte' - 



The Aprilf 1965, Atlantic City Convention Bureau's 
convention schedule reveals that the Federation of American. 
Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) will meet in-; 
Convention Hall 4/10-14/65 with an estimated attendance ofo 
15,000* Exhibits will be on display on the main floor of th 
auditorium* r ; Y f 1 \ 

The registration desi: will open at 
and remain open until 11:00 pm that date* 

on 4/10/65 the meetings and exhibits will open* * 

noon on 
At 8:30 at 

tm 
The auditorium in Convention Ball is surrounded.^ 

by a balcony from which motion pictures or still pictures 
can readily be taken of the main floor* - r i ) ( 



rKv Koto that there is & discrepancy l^twoen information 
O^wo originally received and the statement of®SS^2oncerning 

identity of the person in Russia to who5n3^5x>te in an 
effor^±^pbtain his diploma* The original source reported // s tj« that®B3J wrote to his sister whereas on intorview||j|HJ 

statea thnteometiiae ago, date not indicated, ho wrorcto his 
: • brother. since deceased, date of demise not stated. : ; / 

M 
N>,.V3H 
• •& c l 

= .•>31* cl 

V e ~ 2 S u. 
_ S juj 
^ — a 

Despite the fact you have interviewedJjgHMand 
reviewed his IKS rocord, no information has been obtained 
concerning his early history In the Soviet Union; the nature ~ 
of his employments prior to entering 
prior to his present employment ^ 

do not know from* what countrsrcjpiffic5^r|n<5?iTQvB^T77K v.; 
although it Is presumed that he cane iromflHRn Ko ■* 
information has been obtained concerning SnosContity of ■ 
bis present relatives in the 8ovlct Union and we do not know ... 
when and under jghj^conditions be left the USSR. Relet-* 
indicates that claimed his niece (unnamed) In Russia 

“gave his diplon^x^sono Russian official office and asked 
if they could l^jalj^iim in the U;S«, through his sister. Ve 
do not know knows this. ./ 

\ ■ ■ 

}... • T 



j Vfr -A In ittropld^bo helpful to know full details 
concerning sE§|g|| education as well as information as to the 
exact naturooxlixs presen ten^oyaont and his future plans.•%& 
Ascertain the typo of wrk^a||§|| feels Ms education should 
enable him to perform and exSino his Russian diploma and ask-:C 
MJDI to translate same if necessary.'UAV: 

J^r,- :*v? ;*• ^4 j,* '*Av •^‘V*’W, 



-‘K'rjZ-r. 
■ V 

vtfsv vr 

* ... 
rV*V: 1-J. 

'- While this letter is not meant to be a review of all 
the historical and political factors surrounding the Polish-.’1 

•V German. problem, it would be well tp recall that followingJtforldAA 
v War II certain of "Poland’s pre-war eastern territories :A 

were, annexed by the Soviet Union and the pre-war German 

I ?V£v- 

/ territory of East Prussia was divided between the Soviet* 
■Union'and Poland and Poland’s western'boundary was m ov e dto A" A? AA 
be along the Oder and Neisse Rivers which meant that the pre-*"\A 
war German territories of Pomerania and Silesi£>fell under Polish 
administration* The Soviet Union immediately granted formal -y :'^ 
recognition of the current boundaries of Poland;- however, the3/Ai 
United States has not formally recognized these boundaries, A : A 
our policy being that the final settlement of the Polish- .Ay y/A." 
German boundary cannot be established until a peace treaty'^ ' 

. can be signed with a united Germany.* "A' y V AAAyAA; 







■ : t. M •_• \ -- Over the years, our. approach to investigative problems\*;y. 

Auonwui/xuu i«y^quj ;ouvii’ 00 JJI J.XL-j-»rn.u wiijuun JLD given 

^ another- name, and \hich, In' fact, only. encompasses everyth lngv 

that ;has; been donethe past or will; be done in the futur* 

' »\. t *7 * ^ , 



. Enclosed for the Bureau are three copies, and for 
' Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, and New York, one copy each for.^WV^N 

i -■ information of remarks by Congressmen SEYMOUR HALPERN (NY) 
' and EDWARD J. PATTEN (NJ) which appeared in March 24, 1965, -V;/*•*' 

•. issue of Congressional Record, The remarks concern alleged 
- Rumanian persecution of Hungarians living in the Transylvania^^^v^^../ 

’I section of Rumania, Information copies are being sent to 
above noted offices for appropriate COINTELPRO files in view. 
of the continuous investigative interest of those offices in 



March 24 

. * - V- 

>*^: ^-'v: f-':. 

v.:-‘ ' 
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U/1965 ' « CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOU ^ ' j 5G13_>U ~ 

■».: *.V 

THE PRESENT SITUATION OP THE 
HUNGARIAN MINORITY IN TRAN- 
SYLVANIA . 

" The SPEAKER. Under previous or- 

J tcrpretatlons with Soviet Russia, has 
,. stepped up its repressive measures 

j against the Hungarian minority In Tran- 
j syh'Anla for the past 7 years, and no end 
| to these measures Is In sight Yet. the 
• Hungarian minority In Transylvania Is 
(‘numerous and culturally and sclcntlfic- 
i ally probably the most constructive 
{element In the province. Even ac-1 
| cording to the Rumanian census of 1956, 
| its number reaches 1.C5 million, more 
I than the population of many newly indc- 
S pendent nations. 
f The su/Terlnps of the Hungarian mi- 
• norlty in Transylvania started already 

In 1945-46 when Rumania acquired a 
pro-Communist, later a fully Commu- 
nist, regime. Former leaders of the mi- 
nority were jailed or slain, and the re- 
maining Hungarian middle classes were 
robbed of their livelihood and forced to 
live outside of Transylvania under sub- 
human conditions as deportees. A Com- 
munist organization was superimposed 

i upon the minority. A Hungarian bishop 
. was Imprisoned, and to this day, he is 
kept under house arrest. 

However, until 1957. the persecution 
was part of a great campaign against all 
non-Communlst and anti-Communist 
elements In Rumania and many Ru- 

• manians also shared the fate of their 
Hungarian counterparts In Transyl- 
vania. 

In the Stalinist period, the Gheorghlu- 
DeJ government insisted that Commu- 
nist rule had solved the nationality prob- 
lem In Transylvania by granting "equal 

» tty" to the Hungarian and other minor - 
J ltlcs. A "Magyar autonomous province" 
t was created and Hungarian schools were 
j generally maintained, though they had to 
{ teach Communist propaganda in order to 
( Indoctrinate the youth. 
! ' However, even this 1952 solution re- 
| mained Inadequate. The Magyar au- 
: i tonomous province included only about 

one-third of the Hungarians living in 
Transylvania, that part of Rumania 
which formerly belonged to Hungary. 
Deportations of "class aliens" and the 

| settlement of Rumanian refugees from 
S Bessarabia—which was ceded to the 
• Soviet Union—slowly changed the com- 
• position of the city population of Kolozs- 

| ■ var. the capital of Transylvania. Nagy- 
varad—Oradea—and other centers from 
a predominantly Hungarian to a mixed 

< or Rumanian one. 
{ Even tills relatively mild situation was 

altered by 1957. In October and Novem- 
, ber 1956 the Hungarian population In 

Hungary rose against their Communist 
masters and against the intervening 
Red Army. During the ten days of 
success of this fight for freedom the 

der of the House, the gentleman irom-JTransylvanian Hungarians were also in 
New York IMr. HAi^ESjfl^^ec^iiazed^^State of ferment and unrest. Demon- 
far 60 minutes. —---rx:. strations-occurred in three major areas. 

Mr. HAEPERN. Mr. Speaker.-sevniT' Army units composed of Rumanians 
of my colleagues have referred to theper> ^l£me hfuJ *0 the cities and the 
secution of the Hungarian thii’roiityiljtti Ajagyar province in order to prevent 
Transylvahla, now a Rumanian prov-- - Uprisings* -The Rumanian Army as such 
Ince. during the 3d session-of the last 

- Congress. They included my colleague 
from New York (Mr. LTNOSATJ and the 
gentleman from 'Ohio [Mr. ASHBIOOK], 

It remains a fact that the Rumanian 
- Communist Government, despite its dif- 
ferences cm economic and ideological ln- 

could not be used against the rebellious 
Hungarians In Hungary, mainly because 
of the questionable loyalty of the Hun- 
garian components. 

Staggering blows of the Oheorghiu- 
Dej regime hit the Hungarian minority 
In Transylvania in 1657 and early 1958. 

First, hundreds of Hungarians, Com- 
munists and non-Communlsts, were ar«"",‘/ * - 
rested In 1957 upon charges of sym-. W- : 
pathlzing with the Hungarian rebels of -^: 
1956. Those arrested included the more . 
nationally conscious members of the •, ^ 
Hungarian section of the Rumanian 
Communist Party. . Only' in Kolozsvar ' jp 
scores of them were put to a show trial . 
aqd over several of them were executed. 
Realistic figures of those executed in the ' 1 ~ 
purges is estimated In the hundreds and “r.r-i 
those sentenced to long prison terms, in 
the thousands. Even those not arrested 
were often removed from their positions . 
on local administration and many a 
Hungarian Communist in Transylvania 
had to make public self-criticism stating 
that he had succumbed to bourgeolse * 
nationalism. The terror was used to . 
abolish Hungarian educational instltu- * ■ - 
tions. In early 1958 students of the 
Bdlyai Hungarian University at Kolozs-. .* 
var—Cluj—"petitioned" the admlnlstra- 
Won to merge with the Rumanian Babes 
University In the same city in order "to - 

^avoid cultural Isolation." The college ** - 
"at Nagyenyed—Alud—followed suit. * 
After a dramatic meeting, in May. 1958. . 
the B61yai University faculty voted the 
merger, after which three of the partic- :''- 
Ipating professors committed suicide. • * 
Today, Hungarian literature Is taught 
in Hungarian language only at the . - 
B61yal-Babes University, and the pro- : 
portion of Rumanian-Hungarlan «tu- '. 
dents Is about three to one there. - * 

The Bdlyal University was not the only ' 
victim of the purges begun In 1958. In 
most Hungarian grade and high schools, * 

. parallel Rumanian sections were Intro- - 
duced. It took usually between 3 to 
5 years of bribing and intimidation on < 
the part of the authorities to make the 
parents and students apply for a merger . 
of the Hungarian sections with the Ru- 
manian ones Into one Rumanian school. 
Today, there are hardly any high schools 
and only a small number of grade schools - 
where Hungarian Is the language of In- 
struction. ' Even In purely Hungarian / • - 
areas. Hungarian is only taught as a for-, *. 
elgn language. In practice, because of 
the mergers, only the first-born sons of 
the Hungarian families are still sent to • 
Hungarian schools, as their distance. 
necessitates boarding costs. 

The Magyar autonomous province, the 
last bulwark of Transylvanian Hun- - 
garians. was hit next. ‘ Under the euphe- 
mism of administrative reform, the dis- 
tricts of H&romszik—Trel Sc&une—with ; 
their almost 100-percent Hungarian pop- 
ulation were attached to the largeriy 
Rumanian province of Brasov—Brass6— 
thereby putting more Hungarians out- 
side of the autonomous province. This * 
was, however, not sufficient for 
Gheorghlu-Dej regime. Other d Is tricts 
were united with the autonomous prov-^^T 
Ince, further reducing its Hungarlarr^f*^— 
character. While In 1952. the provlnceSr^^r 
was 79 percent Hungarian, after 1961 thejw^?- 
Mures autonomous province, as It is offi- 
cially called, had only a 63-percent Hun- * « 
garian majority, and only half of the * 
local officials were Hungarians. \ ‘ 

Not only by administrative transfers / ) 
and by the abolition of the name Hun? *—X 
garian-Magyar in the autonomous prow- *~\ (J 
* _ ~ S s - - /}’ 

. o:aosuBS ^ t o ^ : 
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,.;; Ince, but »1AO by enforced population 
transfers, the Ghcornhlu-DcJ regime 

- v - tiles to scatter the Hungarian minority 
:• ; In order to facllitAto Its Humanization. 

;; This fact was also Acknowledged by the 
-•• State Deportment in answering Inquiries. 

' ... The population transfers take various 
i*.V ’ forms. First, Hurtcarian professionals 

’r-- are prevented from assuming leadership 
in the Huncartan^communlty. Every 

V.‘ik /.'professional person must apply to the 

to improve relations with the United 
States and other Western nations, espe- 
cially In the economic and cultural fields. 
We must watch out that In our well- 
intentioned drive to promote polyccn- 
trlsm in Eastern Europe we do not be- 
come participants to a subtle, but none- 
theless lethal, genocide of the Hungarian 
minority in Transylvania which resided * 
there since the 10th century and shaped 
the history of the region for a thousand 

state for his Job, and tire location of em-. years until 1018. 
... ployment invariably lies outside of the 

. autonomous province, or any other Hun- 
garian Inhabited area in Transylvania. 

. More often than not. Hungarian profes- 
. -filonals are sent Into parts of Rumania 

‘ outside of Transylvania. The number of 
. Hungarian professionals is steadily de- 
. creasing. One Infamous regulation pre- 
■ vents the admission of Hungarian stu- 
- dents to the universities over and beyond 

a certain small ratio of the Rumanian 
students in the same field. 

Industrialization proceeds at an in- 
creasing tempo In Transylvania, and the 
new plants, even in Hungarian areas, are 

- stalled by Rumanians from manager to 
engineer to unskilled laborers. Thereby 
mixed areas and cities receive an increas- 
ingly Rumanian profile, while purely 

* Hungarian areas become mixed. The 
manpower surplus of the Hungarian 
preas goes usually to Brasov and Bucha- 
rest in the south, and some sources 
maintain that Bucharest already has al- 
most 200.000 Hungarians, making It the 
second largest Hungarian city after 
Budapest. 

In addition to the enforced move of 
. engineers and professionals as well as 

skilled workers between Rumanian and 

In this connection. I have today intro- 
duced. for appropriate reference, a House 
resolution condemning the discrimina- 
tion perpetrated by the Rumanian Gov-, 
ernment acainst its Hungarian minority. 
I ask that It be read into the RECORD at 
this point, together with other docu- 
mentation. Also. Mr. Speaker, I ask 
unanimous consent that Members may 
have permission to revise and extend 
their remarks for the RECORD. 

H. Rn. 281 * : • 

Resolution expressing the sense of the Bouse 

of Representatives with respect to discrim- 

inatory practices by the Government .of 

Rumania 

Whereas the Government of Rumania Is 

engaging In & deliberate policy of discrimi- 

nation against the Hungarian minority pop- 

ulation under Its Jurisdiction In educational, 

cultural, economic, linguistic, and adminis- 

trative fields; end 

Whereas this discrimination Is clearly con- 

trary to commonly accepted principles of In- 

ternational law and Justice; and 

. Whereas. In accordance with the provisions 

of the 10S7 Peace Treaty, the Government of 

Rumania undertook the obligation to grant 

the enjoyment of human rights and funda- 
mental freedoms to all persons within her' 

territorial and sovereign Jurisdiction without 

distinction as to race, sex, language, or re- 

Hungarian J^r^as to} Transylvania, the - here as the international Commission of 

Gheorghiu-DeJ regime Is also reviving Jurists has reported the occurrence of ou- Gheorghiu-DeJ regime Is also reviving 
language restrictions. Outside of the 
Mures autonomous province the use of 

• the Hungarian language is forbidden In 
^public, despite constitutional guarantees. 

Even In the Mures autonomous province, 
shopkeepers are forced to speak Ru- 
manian only. These restrictions were 
confirmed by the foreign correspondent 

• of the Reporter magazine, Mr. George 
Bailey, in the November 39,1964, issue. 

Mr. JSrfUey is not the only one report- 
‘ing about the sad fate of the Transyl- 
vanian Hungarians. In May 1963, Ed- 
ward Crankshaw. the noted British Jour-. 

mcrous Instances of discrimination on the 

part of the Government of Rumania against 

the Hungarian minority population of Tran- 

sylvania: Now. therefore, be It 

Rejoined, Thnt it la the sense of the House 

of Representative! that the discriminatory 
practices perpetrated by the Government of 

Rumania against tbe Hungarian minority 

peoples be condemned. 

TOOTOLX Ovca TUNITLVARU 

* (By George Bailey) 

Trace MURES.—Rumania, In Its own Inimi- 

table fashion, offers an Instructive sampling 

of the tensions and contradictions that are 

nallst and writer, also broached the sub- ‘tearing the Communist world apart. In this 
• ‘. Jcct In a syndicated article in the Observ- country, a general rcstivencss and political 

,..*v er. The Bulletin of the International opportaaifin have gone BO far thAt criticism 

. Commission of Jurists ]n June 1964 sum- P mm
 “ 

■;* msrized She ordinances and decrees In ' . . 
.'/.'A violation of the human and clvU lifihu 

Of the Hungarian minority. Pciping early this year In an attempt to 
. Here In the House, several Members, mediate the Bino-sovict dispute, the Ru- 

have raised their Voices against-the in-' monlan .Workers* Party published a 60-page 

s'-' Justice. In the Senate'IT former Foreign declaration on Us position with regard to the 
c. : ; Service officer and fiow theailc Senator- ISLESTSIL ^ 

*-‘V• RHixl* laland Vttned- «£! 
4 ’ • . Bg3inst OUT courting^)!. Rumania.activities to Indlvldtinl rations within 
-.V.-. A. . cut substantial v^conccssioriL^on • dm Communist bloc. As A declaration of 
/ A‘. / :• mania's part wiUf/TCSpeft^O the obscr?-. economic Independence, the document was 
,:-fV *vation Of human and minority rights. -Antlcllmactle. Tn the firsts years of Its drive 

’ * ' rar nil renreulve measures form achieve “rapid and comprehensive Indus- 
*1' trlallEatlon.** Rumania had already doubled ^ part of a larger po Lical plan on the part volume of trade with non-Communist 

- ■«£ Communist regime to eradicate • vbne reducing Its trade volume 
.the Hungarian minority In Transylvania witn communist countries by one quarto-. 

- within the next 10 or 15 years. At the within the same period Rumania had spent 
• : same time, the Communist regime tries roughly half a billion dollars for Industrial 

trlaUentlon.** Rumania had already doubled 

Its volume of trade with non-Communist 

countries while reducing Its trade volume 

with Communist countries by one quarter. 
Within the same period Rumania had spent 

roughly half a billion dollars for Industrial 

. SE Si; 19CS 
plant, equipment, and employment of tech- 

nicians from the West, end more than a bil- 

lion dollars hare been earmarked for pur- 

chases In the West during the next 5-year , 

period. Moreover, at a time when at! other 

satellite countries were sharply reducing 

.their trade with China. Rumania actually in- 

creased its China trade appreciably. Xxv/ef- 

fect. Rumania bad already become another 

'.Yugoslavia, a comparison that hsuiyG'een. 

heightened by Yugoslavia's recent acc$Sftftn 

.to Comecon as an associate member, while 

Rumania has been loosening Its tics with 

that economic organization of the Eastern 

bloc. 

Dut the declaration lost April was much 
moro than A formulated insistence on “eco- 

nomic self-determination." It was a mani- 

festo proclaiming “the basic principles of tbe 

new type of relations between Socialist coun- 
tries” and ruling out Interference of any 

kind from* any quarter In tbe political and 

cultural as well as the economic affairs of a 

“socialist and therefore truly sovereign 

country.* The manifesto turned the Soviet 
prescription for collective action Inside ouk. 

since It declared foreign policy an inrlolable 
port of Individual state sovereignty. 

.Above all. coming as It did in the form oi 

a report on tbe mission to Peiping aod a sub- 

sequent stopover in the Crimen, it took on 

the color of an official ruling on the Slno- 

Soviet dispute. Tn this sense, while profess- 

ing Incidental preference for some of the 

Russian arguments, the Rumanian leader- 

ship found for China. Tbe finding was rein- 

forced by Rumania's refusal to attend Khru- . 

ahebev’a ill-starred congress of Communist 

Parties to deal with China. The Rumanians 

bod long ago discerned what the explosion of 

A Chinese atom bomb and its complement, 

the fall of Khrushchev, have since made gen- 

erally clear—that China could not and «« 

never be drummed out of the Communist 

_ movement. And both of these recent con- 

firmatory developments have made the Ru- 

manian leadership more confident than ever. 

In fact, the Rumanian Communists have 

outwitted and outmoneuvered the Soviet 

Union at virtually every turn Ln a long course 

of events extending at least as far back as 

the 1952 ouster of the Moscow loyalist. Ana 

pauker. and her clique. Then, or not long 

afterward, they reverted to their native tra- 

dition of circumspect doubledealing and dis- 

creet^ Intrigue. Among the switches and 

shifts of the Ideological shell game that en- 

IUM, there was none more successful than 

the Rumanian substitution of derusslfiestton 

Sat dcstaltnlzatlon. To the delight of the 

Russophobe populace, by 1963 the Rumanian 

authorities had liquidated tbe Gorki Institute 

. o>f Russian Studies, tbe Russian bookstore, 

the Rumanian edition of the Soviet maga- 

zine. Near Times, and the obligatory study of 

(he Russian language In all schools and uni- 

versities. Since then virtually all Russian 
street and place names have disappeared. 

But derusslfication Is merely one of the 
many negative aspects of Rumonlanlzation. 

Acting ostensibly as the bnnest and Impec- 

cably Communist broker between the Soviet 

. Union and China, the Rumanians have ac- 

tually cleared the way for their own tradi- 

tional brand of aupcrnatlonallom. “Greater 
Rumania* said A Communist diplomat re- 

cently, “Is the whore of the Socialist garnp. 

A Balkan whore bent on Balkanldfcg;-4he 

Communist blocThe Rumanian ugewt f«r-; 

dletslvrness has nowhere b*en more/trident 

than In the handling of the oldest^^kan 
problem of than nil: Transylvania. ifrS<-T 

aitnuKux SHowucx 

. It has long been axlonmatlc that great 

powers adjust Balkan borders to suit their 

own purposes. This U particularly true of 

Transylrania. which has been passed back 

And forth Almost as often as A bottle At A 

Balkan party. In Che Treaty ef Trianon. 

1830. the Western Allies dismantled th» 
Austro-Hungarian Empire, a tripping *■ Ruhr 
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gary of two-thirds of IU Icrrllory and al.V^ 
■ " one-third of It* population and ccdlng*Tiie 

greater port of both to Rumania. With the 
. Vienna Award of 1940, Hitler gave the north- 

ern half of Transylvania. Including Its capital 
' city of Cluj, back to Hungary and so lUmu- 

la ted a competition between Hungary and 
. Rumania for Nazi favor ID the field against 
,the Russians, the Hungafian'lroops fighting 
for the addition of thqi'fOutbern ball of 

7- Transylvania. the Rumanians fighting for 
the return of the nortbcrn.haU. Similarly, 
the Soviets at the close of the Second World 

. War restored the Trianon border between 
Hungary and Rumania, calculating that this 
would tend to offset the Soviet Union's an- 
nexation of Bessarabia and the Bukovlna 
from Rumania on the east and provide a 
popular national issue favoring the Com- 
munist-dominated government in Rumanin: 
furthermore, the consequent failure of the 

. not-yet Communist Hungary to obtain any 
-. sort of satisfaction on Transylvania might 

"■* weaken the leading Smallholders' Party, 
which was the main obstacle In the way of 
a Communist takeover In Hungary. like 
Hitler, the Soviets sought to use the Tran- 

. aylvanlan issue as a means of keeping both 
Hungary and Rumania under control. 

Naturally, there are a great many people 
who consider themselves Hungarians now 
living in Rumanian territory. More than 
half a million of them Inhabit the atrip 
of territory some SO miles wide along the 
Hungarlan-Rumanlan border. This area, 

. properly specking, Is not and never was part 
of Transylvania. It ts made up of four 
counties of the old kingdom of Hungary 
and Is geographically an extension of the 
centwdr Hungarian plain. The other mAin 

\ concentration of Hungarians in Rumania la 
the aolid block of Szeklcrs, some 700.000 
strung, who have Inhabited most of eastern 

• Transylvania since the 10th century. The 
“ Bzeklcr area lies almost exactly In the center 

of Rumania, more than 100 miles to the 
east of the Hungarian border. King Carol 
had agreed to cede the border area—the ao- 

. called Parti vim—to Hungary even before the 
Vienna Award was forced upon him. and the 
Hungarians had great hopes that the Soviets 
would undertake some doctoring of the 

" border, especially after Hungary became 
- Porom unlst. ~ 

Instead the Soviets chose to provide an 
' object lesson In Marxism-Leninism by ap- 

plying the principle of genuine proletarian 
Internationalism for all Communists to the 
1,700,000 Hungarians in Rumania, who con- 

• stitute the largest ethnic minority in Eastern 
Europe. Thus, article 82 of the Rumanian 

• Constitution of 1952 provides that “Every 
.Individual national group, may freely make 
Use of its qyrtPlanguage, and may freely visit 
at every level those Institutions of general 

■ education tn which Instruction ta given In 
Its mother tongue • • and articles 19, 20. 

. and 21 attempted to solve the millennial 
problem of the Szcklcra through the creation 
of the autonomous Hungarian region. Mod- 
eled on the autonomous regions within the 
Individual Soviet Republics. It was clearly 

‘ meant to serve as a showpiece of genuine 
proletarian Internationalism. Communist 

• functionaries from Moscow. Bucharest, and 
Budapest converged on the region. 6Uk- 
hanoTliea from all three countries were sent 
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loynlty to the Soviet Union. The Roman...- 

ue Communists were in s position to render tbr 
he Soviet Union a signal service In playing host 
h-. to Imre Nagy, Pal Male ter. and other leaders 
lal of the Hungarian revolt during their long ln- 
u- carccratlon and subsequent execution, re- 
nd . llcvlng the Russians of the onus of deporLtng 
ist tlve rebels to the Soviet Union. They were 
ng also able to help the Soviet Union In HUD- 

of gnry by sending Hungarian-speaking “goon 
or squads" to Budapest and the provinces to re- 
ly. Inforce the decimated and thoroughly fie- 
ld moralized Hungarian Security Service, 
rn . , At the same time, like Hungarian revolt 
kit thoroughly alarmed tike Rumanian Com- 
n- munlsU. The reason was simple enough: 
3a live same anticommunism that exploded In 
a Hungary Immediately spread to the Ilun- 

n- garlan minority In Rumania. As In Hungary, 
n; sludcnU. teachers, and university professors 
ve were In the forefront of the Action. There 
iy were stkkdcnt demonstrations In Cluj, In. 
at Media*. In Timisoara, snd In the admthlstra- 
y, tiva center of the Hungarian autonomous 
of region. Tirgu Mures—in fact In every area 
te where there were Hungarian students In any 
i- numbers. Furthermore, the revolt tbreat- 
Ji ened to catch fire among the Rumanian peas- 

antry and the country's Intclicclals. Some 
le of the more circumspect Rumanians were 

v only waiting to ace whether the West would 
support Hungary. When that didn't happen. 

Ip the Hungarians were obviously doomed. 
ie There followed the Soviet Isolation of Hun- 

i gory and the branding of the Hungarians as 
r£ fascists and chauvinists. The Rumanians 
v were quick to take tike Soviet cue. exploiting 

the official condemnation of the Hungarians 
to the hlit and applying it particularly to 

Q the Hungarian minority In Rumania. For 
Ig .the moment the Hungarian minority In Ru- 
0 mania rose In sympathy with the Hungarian 
n revolution. Rumanians tended to see the 

whole tiling ns a part of the old campaign 
for the annexation of territory in Transyl- 
vania to Hungary. Thus tike Rumanian 
Communist Party was not only fighting for 
Its life. It was also fighting for what every 
Rumanian considers Rumanian national ter- 
ritory. 

Russian troops put down the disorder In 
Rumania and thousands of Hungarians were 
arrested, perhaps hundreds put to death. In 
one trial alone in Cluj. 13 out of 57 accused 
were executed. Tills year some 8.000 political 

s prisoners were released with considerable 
fanfare by the Rumanian Government In a 

n general amnesty. But as far aa I could ascer-' 
• tain in my recent travels through Transyl- 

vania. not one of the Hungarians arrested 
n during the revolt has yet been rclcasod. 

j THE CSMTAt OP LIMBO 

e Two years after the revolt, the Romanian 
t Government received the great and all- 
il Important prize for loyalty and services ren- 
n dered to the Soviets—the withdrawal of the 
). Red Army. "Genuine proletarian lntcma- 
il tionallsm" la also gone, and the Romanian 
o desire to keep the Hungarian minority in its 
• place has found more and more ways of ex- 
e pressing itself. In 1959, the rector of the 
y Bolyai University, Prof. Lajos Tnkacs. ex- 
e pressed his regret over the “nationalist lso- 
t latlon** of the Hungarian minority and re- 
el quested the ministry of education “to exam- 
• lne the advisability of having two universities 
t In Cluj." In June, 1059, the students and 
a professors “unanimously approved- the . to Instruct and Inspire tb©,Workers, _f0\jth professors “unanimously approved- the 

.brigades were orgsnizedF;-fact<3rlex B&d j-ohAt., merger of their university with the Romanian 
• were built, farmers were" persuaded dr .forced Babes University. _ 

“ to Join collectives. But t^ncometheHun- —bate \n IfiGO. the Romanian Government 
garlan revolt. j ~ - "7-‘'"- .undertook the administrative reorganization 

In retrospect. It Is apjpAreb) that the Hun- “ of the entire country, ostensibly to effect a 
garlan revolt in the TAIU>M95&wwrth* turn- .more rational economic division among the 

-log point in the course -of -communism In ."various territories. Actually, the rcorgonlza- 
,• Europe. Establishing the Hungarian* aa the 
; arch culprit* in the eyes of the Soviets. It 

provided the Rumanian Communist Party 
' with a Classic opportunity to demonstrate Its 

tion achieved the ethnic gerrymandering of 
the autonomous Hungarian region, and the 
authorities have used economic measures to 
break up the Szekler communities and dis- 

• - ■ • 
. .v-ki 

z:>-;•v^>v..-,, ... . 

■o the frngmcnls throughout the country. 
>.& closing of Hungarian cultural Institu- 

linns hns also continued. The 600-ycsr-old ' 
Hungarian college at Alud was closed and Its 
library Impounded. In J0G2 the last Hun- ' 

. garlan Institution of higher learning, the \." 
Institute of Medicine and Pharmacy at Tirgu 
Mures, was liquidated outright; the Roman- 
ian authorities did not even bother to cloak^- 
the operation M a merger. Tike Ilquldatlonjfi' 
wos officially described as “the reduction any 
Hungarian-languagc classes" at the InstltutfSp^ 

It was In 1062 that the Rumanlanrcf*: 
launched their main administrative assauttP*' 
Against the autonomous region. All key ' 
positions In administration and . Industry 
were taken over by Rumanians. Dimltru 
Punl. a Rumanian, was appointed chairman 
of the xcglonnl people's council. The-Hun- 
garian Writers' Association In Tirgu Mures 
was merged with a Rumanian Writers' As- - 
soclation Imported for that purpose. In the 
same way, the Szeklcr State Theater was 
enlarged by the addition of a Rumanian sec- 
tion. The most far-reaching measure, how- 
ever, was the merging of Hungarian with 
Rumanian schools. By the end of 1982 
there was no longer a single wholly sep- , 
arate Hungarian school In RumanlA. With- * 
In 2 years the new dispensation had made a " 
mockery of the constitution'! guarantee of 
access to schools, where instruction is given 
In each people's “mother tongue." Ruma- 
nian bos effectively replaced Hungarian at * 
every level as the language of official and 
public life. This Is not oniy because the 
lenders and key functionaries of the region 
are all Rumanians who know no Hungarian; 
employees throughout the region have been 
pul on notice that If they fall to use Ru- 
manian In public they will be summarily 
dismissed. , , 

I have seen bow these regulations work. 
When I stepped into a shop in Tirgu Mure* 
and addressed the salesclerk in Hungarian, 
he answered In Rumanian. I persisted In 
Hungarian. He persisted In Rumanian. 
Finally X asked him If be spoke Hungarian, 
“Whenever X can." he answered In Hun- 
garian. “but we are under orders to speak « 
Rumanian to customers." I asked If Tirgu 
Mures was not the capital of the Hungarian 
region. "This Is the capital of Limbo," be 
replied. - 

- Rumania's transformation from an obse- 
quious satellite practicing "genuine proletar- 
ian Internationalism" to a fiercely Independ- 
ent natlpnal state pursuing a policy of 
forcible assimilation of minorities is accom- 
panied- by a propaganda offensive on a brood - 
front that Includes the rcinterprrtation of 
history ns a method of furthering the Ro- 
manizatlon of Rumania. Rumanian writers 
have taken Issue with Soviet hliitorlans on 
the apportionment of roles in tho liberation 
of Rumania from the fascist yoke and won 
their point. The spate of articles and bro- 
chures produced to document the party's 
leading role In the "victorious armed upris- 
ing of August 1944." and the exploits of “the 
new Rumanian Army" Is often supplemented 
With situation maps giving the positions and 
movements of the Rumanian units and “pa- 
triotic battle groups" in overrunning the 
"German-Hungarian forces" In Transylvania. 
The last map In one aeries I have seen de- 
lineates “the participation of the Rumanian 
Army In battles on Hungarian and Czecho- 
slovak territory" in such a way that the Ru- 
manian Army—not the Soviet Amy—cle&iQ^ 
developed the mnlo thrust in the campaigbA : 

to liberate Budapest and Prague. I_ 
Tbe main target far historical miltoar- - 

however. Is what Rumanian writers 
as “the Haps burg occupation." especthtyf--^-- 
during its final period. At a confcrcnce'cff-,— 
historians held last Msy In Hungary. Ruaut* 
nlans expounded their theory of "double ex- 
ploitation and oppression of the masses by . 
the dominant nations of Austria-H angary." 

o 
--r 
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-The grcs* majority of landowner*. th*' .-“aid, 
l*£d u:' Hur^rltn and German; the great 
majority nx ^•'•sam* had been Slavs and 

.Rumanian*. Th‘a 1.2* resulted in * double 
burden of national o* ^ta social nppre*- 
•lon. The Hungarian hoe Us. 2 German, 
end * Soviet historian denied the v^'icni,/ «f 
the theory, which not only equates elax*c? 
with nations but alsq^dlstlngulshes between 
the nationalism of dominant nation* ("Im- 
perialist chauvinism*!' end the natloneliam 
of suppressed nation*' ("national liberation 
movement*"). The thedr? wo* not designed 

•merely to denigrate the Hungarians retroae- 
Junttfy Rumanian possession of Transylvania; 
It vns also the academic celebration of Ru- 
mania’s right to develop Its entire range of 
basic Industries A* * unitary. Independent, 

resigned'In September I0C1 when Kfc 
Xused to forward to Moscow a proles:. - 
Stic had prepared on the Transylvanian *-*leg- 
ation. X can report that the atmosphere m 
evsn the top echelon of the Hungarian Com- 
munist PAriy Is cuch that the rumor aerm* 
entirely plausible, 

If^nnwhlle relations between Hungay and 
RiuiV*»Ub have deteriorated etlU further. 
Traditionally the churches hAve played a 
algnal role li> the alternate MagyarlzAllon 
and Romnnlzatlon of Transylvania: in gen- 
eral, the Catholic and f^ot^ant Churchea 
relied Hungarian and Gtmuu* Interest*, 
while the Orthodox Church has always em- 
bodied the ethnic state religion of the Ruma- 
nians. As a result, Rumanian Comniu.:*sU 
have, taken to supporting the Orthodox 

and fully equal state, not to be exploited by church as their pawn in the struggle and 
industrially dominant countries such as the persecuting the Catholic and Protestant 
Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia. SDd East Ccr- Churches as Hungarian pawns. This spring, 
many within Comccon. Rumanian authorities announced their In- 

- THE HUNcJiaiAN HANDICAP tenllon to demolish the historic church of 

There is no doubt that the legacy of the St. Layoe. which they characterized os an eye- 
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./j. If he oversteps this limit, the Hun- 
garian tourist U arrested. Interrogated, and 
aummarlly deported—if he Is lucky. There 
were 32 Hungarlnn-lAnguage dailies in pre- 
WAr Rumania; today there Is one—which no- 
body read* at all. All these changes. Hun- 
garians on both sides of the border must re- 
mind themselves ruefully, ore the fruity of 
communism. - */. 

A hopeless dilemma' confronts the pyvpe 
powerful Hungarian wing of the Rumwa{2h_. 
Communist Party: It* members must £hpV_- 

• port. If not actively implement, the^tf^T- 
manlnn Government’s antiminority polity,' 
As a result, the Hungarian wing has been 
purged by the Rumanian party leadership t . 
and ostracized by the Hungarian minority. 
As nearly as I could mske out. the only 
crumb Hungarian Communists In Budapest 
can proffer to Hungarians In Rumania la the 
advice that they should infiltrate the’Ru- 
manian Communist Party in order to pro- 

tenllon to demolish the historic church of -mote the practice of Leninist principles, par- 
St. Layoa. which they characterized as an eye- 

Habsburg Empire and It* hangnail Horlhy the middle of the main square of 
“regency" of 1020-1914 bos weighed heavily. Oradea To prevent thU. several thousand 
on the Hungarian Communists. As model Hungarians took up a day-and-night vigil 
proletarian Internationalists, they have been »™und th* cb,urch yor more than a week- 
constrained from the first to single out Hun- ■« *etlon that paralyzed traffic and threat- 
gnxian history for special censure, an exercise «?«* Prod

(
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In which they foundthcmsclves enLhuslostl- £*« Rumanian authorities finally reversed 
cally abetted by Rumanians, Czechs, and 
Yugoslavs, all of whose countries have large 
Hungarian minorities. For faithful Com- 
munists. the Hungarian revolt only proved 
that the Hungarians have still not managed 
to outlive their fssclst-chauvlnlst past. In 
bis preface to the new two-volume "History 
of Hungary.- which appeared early this year. 
.Eric-Molnar states that the purpose of the 
work Is "to expound Hungarian history In 
connection with the histories of our neighbor 
nations and by this means liquidate the 
Magyar global Hungarocentrlc. nationalistic 
point of view.* 

Even for Communists. It U difficult to pro- 
mote their national interests while decrying 
the national character. The Rumanians 
can—and repeatedly do—tie the Hungarinna 
in knot* merely by reminding them of the 
Leninist rule* by which the Hungarians 
(but not. apparently, the Rumanians) are 
bound. Thus the world wns treated io early 
1962 to the spectacle of the Hungarian Gov- 
ernment prosecuting Hungarian patriots on 
Hungarian soil at the insistence of the Ru- 
manian Government. A group of refugee 
Transylvanian intellectuals—-there are many 
such in Hungary—had been bolding regular 
meetings to consider wbat could be done to 
relieve the plight of the Hungarian minority. 
The Rumanian Government learned of the 
activity and demanded that the Radar regime 
make an eaemple of the group's leader* or 
bear responsibility for the breakdown of 

■ "Hungarlan-Rumanlan friendship.** Three 
Of the former Transylvanians were tried and 
sentenced. One. Dr. Sandor puakl. was sen- 
tenced to 4'.j years In prison; the others got 
off • little lighter. 

In retrospect, we can aee that the Hun- 
garian revolt, whose first demand was the 
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary, 
made the continued presence of Soviet troops 
in Bungsry essentia) to the existence Of a 
Communist regime. Furthermore, the re- 
volt virtually stripped the Kador regime of 

their decision—temporarily. 

The greatest single source of irritation to 
the Hungarians is the state cultural agree- 
ment-with Rumania. Strict Rumanian ap- 
plication of the terms of thA agreement has 
prevented the Hungarian Government from 
establishing any sort of cultural link be- 
tween the homeland and the minority. 
Hungarians in Rumania are restricted to 
a mere half dozen classical Hungarian au- 
thors such as the 19th-century epic poet 
JAnos Arsny and the lyricist Endre Ady. 
Most other, books in Hungarian are trans- 
lations of Rumanian authors. According 
to the terms of the agreement, no book 

tlculorly as regards minorities. 
According to one historian I talked with, 

the organization of the 8zckcly area aa an 
autonomous region put the Russians In a 
position "to balance the old Transylvanian 
question between Rumania and Hungary." 
But the position was abandoned with the 
withdrawal of Soviet troopa from Rumania: 
Since then, the Soviet Union ho* kept pretty 
much out of the situation. In a speech dur- 
ing his visit to Hungary last spring, Khru- 
shchev mnde a watered-down reference to the 
proper care end feeding of minorities. The 
Hungarians were openly dissatisfied with it. 
but about all they have been able to do la 
mske official but unpublicized protests to 
the Rumanian Government. Recently. 
Premier Kadar upbraided the Rumanian 
delegation la Budapest over the treatment of 
the Hungarian minority In Rumania, but the 
Premier apparently succeeded only In leaving 
bis visitors "highly offended." 

The Rumanians were among the -first to 
concerning Transylvania may be published "recognize “genuine proletarian international- 
In Hungary without the approval of the Ru- 
manian censors. Radio and television 
broadcasting ore not restricted by the agree- 
ment. and here the Hungarians enjoy a geo- 
graphical advantage since most of Transyl- 
vania Is closer to Hungary than to Bucharest, 
which is on the other side of the Transyl- 
vanian Alps In any event. However, Radio 
Bucharest competes with Radio Kossuth in 
Hungarlan-language programs, and the Ru- 
manian authorities advise against listening 
to the Hungarian state radio. 

The only comic relief in the situation is 
provided by the use both sides have made of 
the Hungarlan-Rumnnlan film-exchange 
program. The Hungarian Government al* 

ism" as merely a Soviet device to justify 
maintenance of military bases In Eastern 
Europe and so secure Soviet economic ex- 
ploitation. And even this Sonet desire has 
been skillfully used by the Rumanians In 
the service or their own national cause, 
leaving others to make the sacrifices for the 
sake of international communism. In effect. 
Rumania capitalized on the misconceived 
gallantry of the Hungarians, whose revolt 
gave their neighbor a chance to win conces- 
sions from the Russians. 

And through It all. the Rumanians dearly 
foresaw the recmergcnce of nationalism, 
which Communist theoreticians used to call 
"the main danger to the rucee&sful con- 

ways takes the maximum of eight films a struction of the new state system.* 
year—even though the notoriously poor Ru- 
manian films are boxofficc poison—In order 
to Insinuate an equal number of Hungarian 
films Into Rumania. The Hungarian! were 
Incensed, however, when the Rumanians 
dubbed In Rumanian-language sound tracks 
and then added Insult to Injury by providing 
the 'minority with Hungarian subtitles. 
When the Hungarian Government protested, 
the Rumanians stopped the dubbing and 
provided Rumanian subtitles—but then de- 
liberately desynchronized the Hungarian 
Sound tracks. The old subtitles In Hun- 
garian were at least legible. 

“J T», Rumanl,& .uthoriu,. .dopU* . 

able, to turn the revolution to itr-irwo ns- Tl' lh 

tlOTialutie purposes. An4 In the-prtxxsx; not ** th*lr homeland, 
surprisingly. Hungary's ’unequal- zaUrugrliP’' *** Ru™anl* must wait from 6 
wlth^uiinU has I^ ^mhaon to visit 
bent Run»ri«n Hungary If he Is lucky. Far- bent Hungarian Communist's doctrinal 
Seglanee to the breaking point. Thera la the 
persistent rumor in Budapest that former 

-'elgn tourists in Rumania are allowed the run 
of the country—unless the tourist happens 
to be a Hungarian citizen, in thl* cose ha 

JHVjrelgn Minister Endre Slk, who had dome 1* restricted to a radius of 6 kilometer* 

yeoman aervloe far the Kadar regime in the 

United Ration* following the 1956 revolt. 
from the center of the location be designates 
aa hi* -destination upon entering the coun- 

from being surprised by the Slno-Sovlet split, 
the Bucharest government waa banking on 
it. As a widely quoted Rumanian proverb - 
has it: “In time the waters recede, the rocks 
remain."   

THE HUNCASIAN MINOSITT PIOSUH IN 

. ROMANES 

(Bulletin of the International Commission of 
Jurists, No. 1?) 

From the 11th century until 1918. Tran- - 
■ylranla. a region of some 23.300 square 
miles, or some 40.700 If the larger area in- 
cluding Mara mures, Crlsana and the Banat 
is Included, came in one way or aqaft&ry. - 
under Hungarian rule. In 1918, It wa* Aded~‘_ _ 
to Rumania as a region then consist 
some five and a quarter million, of abom^T 
half a million were German, one and 
million Magyar and the remainder Rugtkfi^./ 
ion. There la a bitter and bloody history-^---, 
of national tensions. The region now com- 
prises one of the moat Important national i 
and linguistic minorities in Eastern Europe 
and provides an absorbing case study on the 
treatment of minorities In a Communist. 
People’s Republic. The total Hungarian pop- 

LSI H0T>91.^,-AVj 
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ulatlon of Rumania, According to thev-iJu 
census, was approximately 0.1 percent. 

The detection of discrimination In most 
countries U a difficult process which does 

not Appear from the Ipslsslma verba of legis- 
lation and It La difficult to pin down ad* 

"minlstratlve practice as discriminatory un- 

less the group dlscrteilpatcd against Is 
expressly designated, ft ^ usually a aim* 

pier process to examlne^efilslatlon and prac- 

tice to see whnt Is missing from the point 

of view of the rights ofA^roup in question. 

In a Communist (tote the denial of freedom 

to any particular group bmst be examined 
In the contest of the entire social and po- 
litical outlook of the state, since many rights 

And freedoms as understood In liberal democ- 

racies are denied to the whole population. 

If It be Lhat a particular group resists the 

process of socialization more vigorously than 

another. It Is not easy to sec the line between 

discrimination against that group and the 

employment of greater force to deal with 

greater resistance. These facets of a Com- 

munist state have been much In evidence 

in the past and It Is Against this background 

that the minority question in Transylvania 

baa to be considered. The experience of 

the Chinese People'* Republic, with the 

peculiar blend of communism and chauvln- 

f«*n on the part of the ethnic majority, viz, 

th<* Kur.a. toward the Tibetans was, 
for example, .-dinltud by the Chinese them- 

selves. Again. «l mine'Jon exists In the 

Communist Ideology it*Co. hut is part of the 

general doctrine that socle.1 p. caress U to 

be achieved through the strengthen;;:- of 

the proletariat, which requires for Us accom- 

plishment the strengthening of class con- 

£Cl*4tane&5 among' the people. This has 
nothing to do with discrimination against 

a national, ethnic, religious, or linguistic 

group. 

A further obstacle, to a fully documented 

study of minority problems in Transylvania is 

the absence of sufficient reliable data. In • 

Communist society the public vcntUntlon of 
grievances at the political level Is severely 

restricted and silence extends also to 

minorities with a grievance. 

TUX met TAILS TT AMD THT CONS THU HOW OF 

1IU 

The peace treaty concluded between the 

lion Is given fn their mother tongue 1 

further thnt the spoken and wrlw- 

language used by admlnlclmUvc and Judicial 

authorities In districts where a national 

group other than Rumanian Is In tbe major- 

ity should be the language of this national 

group; civil servants In such areas should be 

appointed from among members of this 

majority group, or If from other groups, it 
Is necessary that they speak the language of 

tilallr-atlon mean the growth of the urban. 

i*. olcurlat, but ft also means the creation of 
a large Industrial bureaucracy. In the proc- •' 

css of stepping up the Industrialization of 

Industrial Transylvania, large numbers of 

civil servants, administrative stag, industrial 

bureaucrats, and workers of Rumanian na- 
tionality swelled the Rumanian population 

In the regions neighboring Hungary. In 

case It is difficult to speak of a failure to 
the majority. Article 64 follows the lines of spccC the tights of the Hungarian minor!! 

tiro Soviet Constitution In recognizing not 

only the separation of church and slate but 

also the exclusion of the church from educa- 

tion. No religious community may have 11A 

own educational establishments, but 

theological schools may train people to carry 

out their part In religious services. In two 

Other articles the const tuition deals with 

the rights of national minorities. In article 

17. which lists the duties of the Rumanian 

states, there Is a duty owed by the state to 

Industrialization with Its consequent Inters 

nal migration Is a common enough featurgr«% 

many societies. Where, however, there ii njp 

Influx of a minority group and an exodus 

of a majority group the consequences -dor ’ 

the culture of the mnJoriLy group ore lm»" 

porUmt enough if the matter stops there. 

Many young Hungarians arc obliged to leave 

Transylvania In search of work in the terri- 

tories to the south and southeast of Transyl- 

vania. which are known as Old Rumania. 

protect national minorities and especially And. It should be observed, the matter does 

their culture, which ought to be socialistic In 

Its content and national In Its form. Article 

81 goes into the realm of cnforclble legal 
sanctions protecting minorities and within 

the general framework of provisions concern- 

ing equality before the Law It Is provided that 

any kind of chauvinistic persecution of non- 

Rumanian national minorities or any kind 

of propaganda calculated to bring about such 
persecution Is a criminal offense. t 

It should be noted that only the cultural 

rights of minorities are mentioned and 

article 17 designates the Rumanian state as 

unitary. Independent, and sovereign, thus ex- 

-Htding any form of federation, such os. e-C- 

Lh- ac-let Union or the United States. In 

this fvrpcti. restricting minority rights to 

cultural and protection from per- 

secution shows little advance from the posi- 

tion of national m.rori^-v In the former 

Kingdom of Rumania between the two World 

Wars. How for the cultural rigi.** of the 

large Hungarian minority In Transylvania 

are respected will now be considered. 

ADKILNISTAATIVT MXASUAES 

Foremost among these Is the red cm arca- 
tion ctf regions and cities, thereby fragment- 

ing the Hungarian population in such a way 

as either to reduce their majority or to con- 

vert It Into a minority. The Hungarian au- 
• allied powers and Rumania In 1047, stlp- tonomout province was created In 1052 by 

ulates in Part II (political clauses), section articles IB and 20 or the constitution of that 

1, article 2 that: year. The total population of this province 

1. Rumania shall take the steps necessary was, according to the 1056 census, composed 

to secure to all persons under Rumanian ©f 77j percent Hungarians. 20,1 percent Ru- 

- Jurisdiction, without distinction as to race, man Una, 0.4 percent Germans. 0.4 percent 

sex. language, or religion, the enjoyment of Jews, and 1J percent gypsies. In December 

* human rights and fundamental freedoms. In- 1060 a governmental decree modified the 
eluding freedom of expression, of press and boundaries of the Hungarian autonomous 

publication of religious worship, of pollt- province. Iu whole southern part, which 

leal opinion, and of public meeting. was predominantly Hungarian, was attached 

2. Rumania further undertakes that the to stnlln province, which has now of course 

laws In force In Rumania shall not, either been renamed and is known as “Brasova." 

In their content or In their application, dls- ^ plaee of several districts with an 

criminate or entail any discrimination be- overwhelming Rumanian' majority were 

tweenpersons of Rumanan nationality on Joined to It from the southwest. This bound- 

„ grounds of their race. sex. language, or ary adjustment reduced the Hungarian popu- 
rellgion, whether in reference to their per- billon by Approximately 82,000 and Increased 

sons, property, business, professional, or tho Rumanian population by approximately 

financial Interests, status, political, or civil 13,>000 out of a total population of Just over 

tights or any other matter. hair a million. The official reasons were to 

Thus, the wording of the peace treaty facilitate communications and sdminlstre- 
clearly - excludes discrimination against tion. but the new name given to the freshly 

minorities sad It lx of little -consequence demarcated province echoes the real fact of 
whether the HUDugq^lMix:~td-^ran^lyanla. * the situation, vis, the substantial dilution of 
•re to be regard* Hungarian character. The province was 

group, since their langu^e sliCieJE^^sulficlenU-- no longer called Uve Hungarian autonomous 

to bring them within ~ province but the Idurcs-Hungarian eutono- 

Particularly strik(ng^jKHd»wUh"refereaoe- aous province, after the HJvcr Mures.’ 
•. to the peace treaty ■dw&-Jw_oocftpari«oir"with - - Tho process of dilution was carried still 

the constitution* other 'people's, further, though by less obvious methods, by 

democracies, are tbe provisions of article 82 the drive toward Industrialization. The re- 

ot the Rumanian Constitution of 1052. This gion adjacent to Hungary already the 

■- article provides that all the national groups highest rate of industrialization in Lhe coun- 

ts the territory of the Rumanian People's try but the program aimed at an overall step- 
.Republic are entitled to use their respective *plng up, for the border regions of Transyl- 

languages and to have at all levels establish- vania as well as for the rest of the country, 

meets of public education fn which instruo- In a Socialist economy not only does in* 

not remain there, ss will be shown later In 

this article. 

There Is another technique which fre- 

quently conceals tie facto discrimination be- 

neath a facade of general applicability. 

Whether or not the famous law No. 261 of 

April 4. 1045. and decree No. 12 of August 

13, 1045, did In fact discriminate against 

Hungarians. Its prolvslons certainly weighed 

.very heavily on Hungarians who had Ruma- 

nian citizenship. This lew provided that all 

persons who served in military or paramili- 

tary organizations of a suite having been at 

war with Rumania lost their Rumanian clti- 

aenship. Decree No. 12 fixed tbe operative 

date for such service AS after August 22. 1044, 
For practical purposes this meant that the 

Hungarian minority would lose their Ruma- 

nian citizenship. The circumstances were 

that Rumania joined the Allies against the 

Axis Powers In 1844. while Hungary was under . 

German occupation and on the Axis side un- 

til the end of the war In May 1045. The 

northern And predominantly Hungarian port 

of Transylvania was given back to Hungary 

In 1940 by the Germans and Italians and un- 

der the Hungarian regime of Horthy aU adult 1 
males were obliged to enlist for military 

service and youths were required to Join 

young people's paramilitary organizations. 

Through these circumstances few Hungarians 

escaped the threat of losing their nationality. 

It was provided that Joining the Communist 

Party would save them from losing it. 

DISCRIMINATION IN THE COITTRAL HELD . 

■The steps taken by the Rumanian author- 
ities to weaken Hungarian culture are again 

In some cases mixed with what might be 

merely part of the general Communist policy. 

Thus, for example, both Catholic and Prot- 

estant churches were deprived of their 

schools; this In Itself was merely part of the 

normal materialistic end secular policy of a 

Communist State and as such, although It 

struck a particularly severe blow at Hun- 

garian culture. It was not discriminatory. 

But there was also a vldescale destruction of 
centuries-old Hungarian private or public 

archives and libraries, and the devastation of 

old Hungarian castles to provlde stone mate- 

rial for new buildings. Vital links with the 

past were thereby wiped out. 

Until 1058, a large-scale educational syx- 

stem. from the primary to the university 

level, flourished In Hungarian. Since then, 

however, the situation has changed DUMUy. 
The number of Hungarian primary scnpSslx. 
steadily dwindling and a decree now ffcarqer - 

authorizes only the eldest of a famllyjQSw- 

dren to study In a Hungarlan-lnwiinge 

school. At the lerel of higher cducsiKmthe “ 

Rumanian authorities Introduced a ijwin . 

of "parallel sections." This meant thslTtoT. 

such an Institution a parallel Rumanian cur- 

riculum with Chairs held by Rumanians 

were Introduced. When this cuckoo In tbs | 

nest was big enough it took over the whole * j 
nest and the Hungarian section disappeared. 
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Another method which helped In J'/iVinj 

down Instruction In the Hungarian language 

VA« lor the student body mid the teaching 

stAff of the Institution* concerned to an- 

nouuce that for practical considerations mid 

In Accordance with their desire to perfect 
themselves In “the beloved Romanian moth- 

er-tongue" they had decided to oombtnc with 

A Rumanisn-Ianguagc^nttitutlon. or In the 

CA*e of A bilingual institution to go over 

, entirely to Rumrmlnn. process VM CAT- ’ 

rled so far thftl even mkdrr.t hostel* felt 1U . 
Impact: Hungarian sttSrUnt*' asked to share 

A room with a Rumanian in order to perfect 

their knowledge of Rumsplan. At the pres- 
ent time the medical school in the capital of 
the Murrs-Hungarlan Autonomous province 

Is undergoing “parAllellmtlon.** For Hun- 

garian academic establishments there Is now 

A limited admission quota. In 1958, the 
Hungarian University in ciuj. Bolyai UnJvcr- only recently the Transylvanian Hungar- 
tity. fused with the Romanian University of lan Writers Union was merged with the 

Babe*. The fusion was marked by the Rumanian Writers Union and even in 
.suicide of three of the professor* at Bolyai the Hungarian Theater at Marosvasar- 

S'hM, of thl, proems in taol.ilon Heir—-Ttreu Mur«-Bumnnlan plays 
could!* taud.bi,. For Axnpln. IV U sn u- were mosUy performed in ISM ■ 
ceiitnt langunge training to share A room Vfe all realize that true Ideological co- 
with someone speaking a different language, existence and 'friendship With Rumania 
but the whole pattern of cutting down will not be possible AS long as llie Com- 

. Hungarlan-langviage instruction In an area munist Gheorghiu-Dcj regime exists, 
which u or WAS so Hungarian that It was a Freedom is a commodity missing in the 
part of Hungary for almost ©oo years can- Rumanian life despite the sanctimonious 
not be reconciled with respect to the con-  , f ..... 
•tltutlonal right* of the Hungarian minority and Pf*U^‘on',fcs 

and is by no means explicable AS part of iht Government to the SUte Department last 
normal process of shaping a Communist year about amnestying the political pns- 
aociety. For centuries Hungarian culture and oners. To this day, Communist sources 
tradition have taken deep root and survived mention the release Of 10,000 prisoners. 
theLjdcUsitudc* of fortune, both kindly and certainly less than the toial number in- 
outrageous. it Is difficult VO conceive that a cftrceiated during the Stalinist period 

i",nd ln the "ake the Huncnrton Revo- Jtvrlf clamor for tne destruction of that t ^ 

%culture by absorption into the Rumanian lutlon of 13o6. Interestingly, however, 
mainstream. •' Hungarian sources in America only know 

• A further Instrument for the dilution of 67 specific cases where a Transylvan- 
the Hungarian majority In Transylvania I* ■ lan Hungarian. Imprisoned by the Com- 
the reitel tlcment of Rumanian refugees com- munist regime, has been freed. 
Ing from Bessarabia. Their reintegration In- Wc should not give up OUT right tO 
to Rumanian economic and social life h*s demand democratization of the regime 
taken place mainly In Transylvania, where and ultimate]y frce Sections before we 
they constitute a targe part of the labor _ , , . , .... , , , 

force in the Industrial development from the o^ seveial hundred millions of dol- 
western belt neighboring Hungary to the ^ar® that Will only further upset Our 

"heart of the Mures-HuDgArian autonomous balance of payments, to the wolves in 
province, and they are settled mostly ln cities sheep clothes in Bucharest. We should 
where the proportion of the Hungarian popu- remember that several Democratic plftt- 
lation is still high, eg., in Cluj, the capital forms and all Republican platforms dur- 
of Transylvania. ' ing the past 17 years were committing 

Tiie Rumnnian National Statistical Office ihC administration, be it Republican or 

Democratic, to the cause of peaceful Ub- 

the census were obliged to call attention in era^0n of Europe 
. each case VQ the basic difference between Howeter, at the present time we have 

■ nationality, i.e.. ethnie origin. and mother- made agreements with Rumania and we 
tongue. Ail persons registered had to state are implementing them ‘both by direct 
to which national enthnle group they be- aid and by allowing our private enter- 
longed. The distinction between national prises to export industrial machinery 
group and mother-tongue and the obligation and know-how to Rumania. By doing 
to state before officials ones national group ... ' ^7 

“■ drive a wedge between a people and Its cul- B°.‘.^e
l.
AT9 helinng Rumania to proceed 

ture and this Indeed Is reflected In the figure* its Industrialization plans despite 
given by the census. For every l.ooo people lessened Russian aid and Comocon coop- 
of declared Hungarian origin there were 1.042 oration. Thereby, however, we arc also 
giving Hungarian as their mother-tongue, undermining the solidarity of the West- 
U Is difficult to believe that Hungarian, dtf* ern bloc oil East-West trade, ft serious 
tlcult and ataost unrelated U, other lan- ^ indeed which led to a crumbling of 
guages. is the mo>ther-tongbe»pi any but 

* Hungarians, and yc 1*^*3 -R^rccq\ Jrade bamers in strangle go«is between 
'Hungarian minority RTOTipj-WwCf? from atat- "OUT adversaries and allies. Fiance and 

In* that they were Hun^rL’n.. Th- reosoa- • lately Getmtmy are following the CXOrn- 
able conclusion to be drawn from ihl»4a that—pie set by England in extending long- 

nnlion If token singly point unmlstaVfA , 

when viewed AA a whole toward a pattern o\ 

conduct. In short, as for AS the Hungarian 

people In Rumania are concerned, they ap- 

pear in th$ give and take of living Logolher 

lo lose on both the swings and the round- 

about*. When this happens to a minority 

group It Is difficult to resist the conclusion 

that they are being subjected to discrimina- 

tion. 

Mr. ASH BROOK. Mr. Speaker, many 
writers and statesmen have clearly de- 
scribed for us the specific data on the ad- 
ministrative, economic, cultural, and lin- 
guistic persecution of the basically anti- 
communist Hungarian minority inTran- 
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J*.*J regime under the auspices of real- 
istic bargaining And quid pro quo. The .. 
Johnson Administration cannot cscai»e 
the responsibility to promote American 
Interests and the Interests of freedom 
and human rights In negotiating with 
the Chcorghlu-Dcj regime. Thercfore. it/ . 
Is necessary to remind those who thb>V 
that East-West trade will be the pon&ieSy 
to world peace and balancc-of-paym«\S*T. 
difficulties and that Internal dificrcflpsi*^. 
with Moscow must absolve the Commufck’ 
.nist satellite regime from too close a";: 

scrutiny, that wc CAnnot condone their - 
repressive actions and must try to lessen" 

sylvania. I might add that suppression ©r Abolish them by using our economic 
of cultural life is also taking place, as leverage. ■ ■ 

n 

in their eyes It was better deciarejone- term credits to Communist nations, 

•elf to toe Hungnriaq^fe^jjjS more Innocent ' which In most cases equals gifts, as the 

explanaUon of gross tpbpicxency ln the com-.--Communists were never known to pay 

drived the11*deliberate ^U^tl^ their dCbU af*r a <CW ** 
draa-n by officialdom where no real dlsUoc- 

lend'leasc dcbt wbSch Utcy still owe US. 
Uon exlrta. -Under these circumstances. It becomes 

■ Too many individual Items which could be imperative to conduct the economic and 
caps his of other explanations than diaertml- cultural relations with .the Gheorghlu- 

Morc particularly in the case of Ru- 
mania wc must Insist upon a cessation . 
of political repression and economic 
scattering of the Hungarian minority. 
While we have only a limited influence 
over any Communist regime no matter 
what difficulties it might have with 
Khrushchev and his successors. It would 
not be impossible lo Insist upon condi- 
tions which are laid down in the United 
National Charter and the Rumanian 
Communist Constitution of 1952. Ob- 
servance of these conditions would In- 
clude: 

First. Restoration of the right of free- 
dom of movement to professionals In 
Rumania. This provision would also re- 
store the right of professionals to change 
their present assignments for a new one 
which brings them closer to their home 
area or nationality region. The same 
provision should be applied also to tech- 
nical personnel and skilled workers If 
assignments arc available in their own 
nationality areas. 

Second. A promise by the Rumanian 
Government not to use American funds, 
or American plants received for the fur- 
thering of Rumanizalion of Hungarian 
or German areas. Such a provision Is 
not unusual, as we have asked even 
NATO allies not to use NATO military 
aid for certain purposes and financial 
checks were added to many foreign aid 
sums in other countries. 

Third. Release of all political prison- 
ers. including those belonging to the 
Transylvanian Hungarian minority by 
the set deadline June 30. 1965~4his 
deadline was promised by the Rumanian 
Government in last May. . 

Fourth. Reopening of the merged 
Hungarian educational institutions, 
especially on high school and college 
level, including the Bolyai University and 
the college at Nagyenyed—Aiud. Also 
cessation of the parallelization where it 
docs not now exist. 

Fifth. Expansion of the elementary 
schools of the Hungarian minority. Riv- 
ing the opportunity to Hungarian par- 
ents outside of the autonomous proving? 
to send their children into IIunc<tf£§)t^ 
and parallelized schools rather Jpilfc. 
into Rumanian ones. 
. Sixth. Restoration of the Hungcpkn^ 
Writers Union and other cultural 
like the libraries of Gyulafehervmr—«’1- 
Alba Julia—and Nagyenyed—Aiud—to/" 
the Hungarian minority. 

Seventh. Permission by central "and 
local authorities of the use of the Hun- 
garian language in public both within.. 

R 
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ivnd without the autonomous province In', les with the Allied Furors, Rumania 
Transylvania. ... 

Eighth. The reinstall a tion of the he- 
roic Hungarian Catholic bishop of Oyu- 
Infchervar—Alba Julia—Aron Marlon to 
his see and restoration of some Catholic 
and other denomlnXtJpnal schools for the 
Hungarian mlnoiw Jn Transylvania, 
and preferably a fiew; settlement with 
the various ehurchffijnp&uding the Vati- 
can. • * * 

Ninth. A rcattachment of the districts 
of Haromszck—Trcl Scaune—to the. 
Mures Autonomous Province and res- 
toration of the name Magyar Autono- 

agreed to grant to all under her Juris-}] 
Ion of the he- diction the enjoyment of human rights]I 
rtshop of Oyu- and fundamental freedoms without die- j/ 
son Marton to crimination as to race, sex, language, end y 
some Catholic' religion. Inasmuch as Rumania has not 
schools for the lived up to her agreements, I believe It 
Transylvania, behooves us to take a stand before the 
ttlement with ’ world in opposition to this discrimina- 
ting the Vatl-‘ tion. 

'J Because of my conviction that this] 
of the districts body should interest itself in the plight.: 
aune—to the. of the Hungarian minority in Rumania,* 
tnce and res-’ I am today Joining with many of my * 
tgyar Autono- colleagues in sponsoring a resolution ex- 1 

mo us Province to the same. Also ecssa-. pressing the sense of the House of Rep- 3 
tion of the constant replacement oflocal rcscntntlvcs of the United States thatf 
officials by Rumanians in this province., discriminatory measures of the Ruman-f 
and numerical representation of Hun-1 ian Government be condemned. . ^ 
garlAns In the village and town councils, 
in other Transylvanian areas. 

Tenth. Free settlement rights of Hun-. 
garians In the cities. . 

Of course, even if all these* reformst 

were implemented by the Ghcorghiu-DeJ 
it would not make his slate a democracy. 
as long as free elections would not show, our Government. 

Mr. CRAMER. Mr, Speaker, the mis- j 
treatment the Hungarian minority in] 
Rumania receive has long been a subject j 
of grave concern to me as It should bet 
to all freedom-loving people everywhere.! 
Unfortunately, it is not a subject which j 
has received the attention it deserves by * 

the real sentiments and opinions of the, 
people. But we as Americans would 
have contributed our share to lessening 
the cross of double persecution from the 
Hungarian minority in Transylvania; 
and the administration would have at 
least a-plausible explanation for its ac- 
tions toward helping a Communist state.' 

Many people will say that attaching 
conditions will slow down the Rumanian 
accession from the Communist bloc. I 
do not believe so. The Rumanians quar-' siied against the Hungarian minority,] 
r& with Moscow partly because of their 
own national economic interests, but 
partly because they clearly realize that 
the Soviet-Chinese rift and the growing 
power of Western Europe and the United 
States leave them no other reasonable 
choice. And Rumanian history shows 
that their diplomats whatever their so- 
cial and political background were rea- 
sonable and calculating men. They are 
hard bargainers, but they know the lim- 
its of their power and influence. It Is up 
to the administration whether 3 years 
from now we will hear the administra- 
tion admit that It had foolishly squan- 
dered Its funds and licenses upon a hard- 
line Comm unis testate or whether the 
Members on my side of the aisle will be 
proven wrong by a genuine change in 
Rumania. However, If we do not act for 
freedom of both Rumanians and Tran- 
sylvanian Hungarians, we will be guilty 
not only of a grave omission but of be- 
traying all the principles in which we, on 
both sides of the aisle profess to believe 
as Americans. And let it not be said 
that someone did not warn us before- 
hand. ' ‘ - ■- •- 

still about 1.65 million strong, is a double 
persecution—one on the ethnic level and 
one on the Ideological level—and should 
be recognized and condemned by the 
United States as such. 

If we are to encourage limited Ru- 
manian Independence from Moscow by 
economic concessions, as we are appar- 
ently doing, we should demand some 
concessions in return and the conces- 
sions should be directed toward preserv- 
ing the human rights of the Hungarian' 
minority which is suffering so_ greatly 
under that Communist regime. j 

Mr. Speaker, U.S. funds should not be 
.used to further repress those Hungarians 
who, in 1956, showed themselves to be 
our friends and have, as a result, in- 
curred Communist and Communist- 
Rumanian displeasure alike. ‘ ' • • 

GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND - j 
Mr. HALPERN. Mr. Speaker, 2 ask f 

unanimous consent that all Members} 
may be.permitted to. extend their re- j 
marks in the Re CORD on the subject Z J 
have Just discussed! ’ • '* 1 

Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. Sj^ak^r^r^olit^ -The SPEAKER. Is there objection tof 
with my colleague in express* jflUmay jhe request oMhe genUemin from New* 
at the discrimination bcliSg/practiced York? -r !• • , -»J 
against the-Hungarian mina/fly* to Ru-_' ^Thera was no objection. * •! ? 
mama today.' This Natlony^mjnded on r*-*-—— ~~ ~■ -- -—7 
freedom and equality for alhjjtehors dls-j. - c - 
•crimination wherever praettud whether —c'" ' ’ • ’ 
at home or abroad. .• -i »*•*, , 

There is documented proof that Ru-* *■ : j <» * •. , 
nanlA discriminates against the Hun- ...... . '* ' . ' 
arian minority Inthe educational, cul- ‘ - 
ural, economic, linguistic, and admin-, * * -> 
'traUve fields. Jn the 1M7 peace treat- : !k -« • . -. L'.;. ■ 

* - ■1 * ~ *_.% «. *»,•»■~\'i* *■ ' • jL^^i 
li—./.■* .jt» >.tj. :#■' <V»** 

f’Z :\ -If yz'rj ■ -g - 

-.‘1 A. -vr it tffc.. 

The Hungarian minority in Rumania’! 
suffers today largely because of Its dem- 
onstrations In support of the Hungarian ; 
revolt which took place in Hungary in : 
1956. While not openly revolting, the) 
unrest displayed in 1956 was not for- { 
gotten by the Ghcorghlu-Dej regime! 
which quickly became convinced that the 
Hungarians living In Rumania were not 
to be relied upon. 

The subtle genocide that is being pur- 

~J ‘f*’- t* : i-v! ?~7:;i - v'-r.v •• .*■£•. X 
!.'• i' V, u*-;l 4 
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DISCRIMINAf *i 
? TUT DTTtf a! ;1 

ONDEMNATION OP DISCRIMINA 
TORY PRACTICES OF THE RUMA 
N1AN GOVERNMENT AGAINST TH 
HUNGARIAN MINORITY 

jf'torfe church Of ft. Layoel whteh’ the*^ : ^^‘r--■ 
| chA acteriaed a* an eyesore.' > j {-O^V^-V " ;■ 
t. •; -he article points out that "to preve it. -■‘y:!.:~^':::--l- vr v. 
I thll. several thousand Hungarians to^k 
I up a day and night vigil for more than ft. ; / 
*’ week.” * ■ •.. i'■■. 'c-*'?y ■■■'.•L'- . . * 

r Religious discrimination Is not the only< _'•• * _>- 
r- kind of prejudice against the Hungarians: * £_? ’V' • 
;.*.In Rumania. ■ . „ \ V-’^"SzIi'^r^:>A.. 
{.. Bailey also wrote about cultural dia-.'. 
< crimination: ' *’ * 
', ’ The greatest single source of Irritation to‘,_* ‘ * T- ' ” 

the Hungfvrlana Is the sute cultural agree-. > . v v 

{ jaent with Rum unis. 6trlct Rumerxlon *p- .1 -' 
i plication of the terms of the agreement has I ' ’ 
j prevented the Hungarian Government from 1 0..’^i ‘■ 1 
i any sort of cultural link between the home- j • v • -l” “.- y . 
j land and the minority. • 1 • J..r* -V- 

*.1 In addition, there are restrictions | I against Hungarian citizens who are] • 
tourists. ’ *■- l T ' 

•* And because every dictatorship feat»f 
j. .enlightenment of the people, the Rums-* •*• ./“'V* - 
r nlan Government even extends Its dis- - r 

f crimination to the written word. • - ^' ’’_ ' 
■ According.to the article in the Re- . , ■■-;■":■ ;yv^;y :■ 

j porter magazine: * 5. ^ 
I ■ There were 32 Hungarian newspapera la * 
| * prewar Rumania; today there Is 1. 1 - .v r/. v,.;; L- *■, 

I * These are only a few reasons why th^." vvlV-y?^-'';*-' r--\-y\ 7 
\! House 6hould pass this resolution. - lr '.;;_jy-•‘-•77'. 

I By doing so, the world would know o^; _ 
^ th&discrimination going on In Rumaiia^ 
» an i expose that Government's poll T*7 ‘ > *. !WI h the heavy weight of the free woi Id/ 

ap] 'lying pressure, perhaps this discrin 1»^ v7 -7.-/:77...-: ;‘‘V 
nation would be diminished and evenfn-# =,. . 

-*./■ -v*. 
«v-l *4. • : :-'• 

-v, 
. \j5-,*/: . - 1 • • 

:• M ,’
J1

- 7* ' - 

■' !•»::- • 

• • 

... '4>/•*-■« . . . 

* . r‘ ^ - ; - v ^ ' 

» (Mr. PATTEN (at the rwjucst of Mr.1J 
r ADAMS) was granted permission to ex- ; 
' tend his remarks at this point In the 
■. RECORD and to Include extraneous mat- - • 
* ter.) -i 
•. Mr. PATTEN. Mr. Speaker, It Is with 
1 great pleasure that I Join the gentleman 
;. from New York [Mr. HALTERN] and other ; 
i colleagues, In cosponsoring today tha ' 
^ resolution which condemns the discriml- j 
* natory practices of the Rumanian Gov- j 

» irrunent against the Hungarian minority. 
The charge of discrimination Is al- -J 

T ways a serious one, for It reflects on the I 
i character of a person, or country, lndl- j 

eating a lack of reason. Therefore, great < 
t care should be exercised In making such j 

charge. : 
#. But the charge of discrimination by 
) the Rumanian Government against the') 
\ L.650.000 Hungarians In that country has i 
h been substantiated. '] 
| The Internationa] * Commission of > 
I Jurists has reported the occurrence of j 
« many Cases of discrimination by the . 
i Government of Rumania. : 

r There is more evidence. ’ - .■I 
• * In a comprehensive and disturbing I 

t Article, “Trouble Over Transylvani." { 
\ George Bailey wrote the following in the i 
* ieporter In November 1064:-■«**• ' j * 4 
] I This aprlog, Rumanian. autborltlea 4n* - 
[nbuckced ibeir Intention to demolish the his-,! 

> -V * V t "i 'j§ 

J ally end, 

UiiM ^ 

ri 

7 ~ S' / 

rM**$ »"* 

'■Up. *"*’ " ‘ | • j - * 

^" 1! £ i : ■ 
/ J , :■? .■>:•. \ I , j j ; : :~ 

lr- '• • ? • * - 1 v . . 2 *-t . , 
-::7vi ; rr-:,: 

« ■ J , * * : ■ ;.» - : 
» t - ; i. 
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-I ; • , ■ 
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•   RF^mAXMSIflTgR^I^^ NINETEEN SIXTY FIVE PROPOSING 

A' COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MOVE IH;CONNECTION WITH EVENTS TO BE HELD'-'/':'r ;' 

*P» CHICAGO ON* SUNDAY MAX TWO NINETEEN'SIXTY FIVE. AUTHORITY GRANTED. 
: f ^*~'jr'0C-miy* '■* ^ ...... r 

i ^‘ifS^^'iNSURE NO CONNECTION OF BUREAU NOTED WITH PROPOSED PUBLICITY. I) 

ADVISE BUREAU PROMPTLY OF RESULTS. r“- ^~“r/' 
    • ■ •-. .; 0 

•'-VVj-r'’'' '"; ; .VPCWIJS ' . F.f&.. ...//O'- _ ;i_ ; : - 

NOTE: • - ■ : -:. • A*. — V.*!' 7_i. . SIJX^ r|0 
: See covert xnemorarWuS^ramgairt 
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See cover} memora^Wum-BraTiigan to Sullivan,''dated-4-29-65# 
\ ^red by BST:gow, same caption* ■ . :*• = 
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ut l»»i I^IKM 

Ck> UN —C *0 »* 4 » 
UNI TED STATES Gfcfc^NMENT ■ 1 

TO 

Memorandum 
Mr, W, C, 

ipp£§ 
DATE: 4-29-65 

FROM 

SUBJECT:..-- 

, i 

. P?V 
Mr. W. A. Branigahs^y^ . 

1- Mr. Belmont VSHii 
1- Mr. Sullivan 
1- Mr. Branigan 
1- Mr, Wallace V * ; 

1- Mr. White tj . 6^.^ " 
1- Kr. Stokes O'/. 

This sets forth proposal by the Chicago Office under this program 
and recommends Chicago’s proposed course of action be approved. ^ * 

DETAILS: 

On Sunday,_ 5-2-65. the Polish-American Congress will hold Its 
annual anniversary commemoration of the Polish Constitution of Kay 3, 1791* 
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey reportedly will make a speech and review 
the parade. Main address in Polish language to be given by General Stanislafl 
ftaczek, World War II commander, who participated in the liberation of Holla 
from German, occupation. The Governor of Illinois and Mayor of Chicago 
will also speak as well as President of the Polish-American Congress. 
Celebration of the Constitution of 1791 is an annual affair of great ■ 
importance to free Poles and Chicago rally is generally attended by approxi- 

j mately 100,000 persons flBjgMW r ..... 



OBSERVATION: . 

* It is believed the above proposal is ready-made for action under 
•ur Counterintelligence Program. No embarrassment can be fcreseen to the 
Bureau if subject Is handled through established press contact. No *■ 
embarrassment can be faeseen to Vice President Humphrey as a result of 
the proposed course of action. ''O - „ . . « 

RECOMMENDATION: 

If you approve, attached is teletype to Chicago approving 
its proposed course of action. 
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A t-. wnere it naa Deen ■ 
since Monday. 

la Curioui 
By Thursday it had accumulated i 
JO tickets on the windshield and | 
patrolman investigated the ve- j 
cle for ownership. I 
Witnesses said the cop opened, 

ie door, peered in the glove com- j 
irtment, pulled out more than * 
i tickets, examined a gat credit 
ird made out to Leonid, turned I 
i unpoiicemanly white, thrust! 

i- y 

tan 10 aiunagn 
The. Traffic Summons Control 

Board said that it could disclose «V 
the exact ticket tally only with BA 
permission of Chief Criminal ^.HVKJ^iSrV 3 
Court Judge John M. Murtagh. < 

A phone call to his office ell- 
cited an alarmed comment from Lsonid A. GoulUv 
hia secretary: “You’re not going Claim* diplomatic immunity 

to get us mixed up with those  
diplomats, are you!” -Into the matter, Murtagh found 

Reluctantly, she reached the 1 out — 48. 

Ip?^ (NKW‘8 iota hy Jack Clamy) 

Paaierby takes look at ticket on Couliev’a car yesterday. 

Laortid A. Goulicv 

Claima diplomatic immunity 

judge, ami ha said he hud looked 1 Leonid’s car bean the license I holiday. 

number of &C&707, and Murtagh l 
wanted to know why he didn’t Sos 
have diplomatic plates. £ 

Absent for Holiday the 
We’ll try to And out after the ^ 

'a 



or Russian nationals who are 
' smuggled into the county with 
\ false identities.) 

The diplomats, said Dr. 
Siukenbrocker. are interested in 
everything and frequently pass 
themselves off as American 

: businessmen. He told UUs story 

The photographer called the 1 *°®e ^ ^ at 

•.FBI, Dr. Slukcnbroeker said. 1 when ■?" S? 
and within hours Ihe man "as 
Keiiiiriwr^as ^att^cin. u^itie o ^ 1L- 

MOW I ura 1111u>.     

New York Journal-Amerleon 

New York Doily New*   

New York Poet   

The New York Time* ,  

'The Baltimore Sun    
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intelligence or going on trial and facing a very possible / ,! 
death sentence. - ^ 

The Soviet General said that ABEL held firmly ; 

and did not give way to any luring talk, although different 
moans of persuasion were used to drag a confession from him 
on his intelligence work. It was stated that during ABEL'S 
trial he showed ./Integrity, profound love of country, faithful- 
ness to duty, moral purity, courage and staunchness. 

• RE&-U& /;■: ' -• • ’ 
(^2 - Bureau (Enel. 1)(RM) 
~1 - New York 
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S instnunenUl in negotiating the l1 exchange between Abel end 
Powers. Powers was held as a 
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in Wroclaw on March 14, 1965, General Berling outlined word 
for word the goals of this commission as follows: 11 

-l..,We foresee....the organization of annual 
celebrations of great historical events, of battles waged 
by Polish soldiers in defense of Polish and humanitarian 'WJ: 
ideals, the exchange of delegations, the exchange of historical/^.;, 
information and documents, verification of military ranks 
during the last war, care of places where Polish blood was spilled 
during the war, commemorating these places by designating 
monuments or by other similar expressions. We will try 
organize an exchange of periodicals and publications, • 
containing reliable information; excursion trips, visits of - 
emigres* families in Poland; summer visits of children from . 
abroad to Poland and so forth.* . _,-3 

ENCtOSUBB 



all, this Is the person responsible for the death of Boleslaw 
Sclbiorek, the former head of the Civilian Struggle in the Lodz • 
area, who subseauently became second secretary of the PSL 
(translator^ note: Polish Peasant Party), and was assassinated 
in Lodz on December 5> 19^5* This is Moczar*s well-known past 
and his present position does not evoke confidence in him. Such 
a discredited person being placed at the head of this program 
constitutes a communist blunder. Noczar says he wants to : — 
help emigres to establish contact with Poland and to visit Poland, 
whereas Berling calls for excursions and for emigre families 
to visit Poland. How does this look in practise? Namely thus;' - 
that Moczar, who controls all emigration to and out of Poland, 
recently introduced a new form for issuance of a visa to 
Poland in which there are twenty-four questions instead of '* 
fifteen. I have it in my hand, along with a form for the , 
issuance of a Soviet visa, which scarcely contains twelve questions. 

- 2 - (D\ 
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Italy and so forth. He cannot go without a visa only to Poland, 
the country from which he came. Not until visas are cancelled 
can there be any important proof of good-will by Moczar. : _ 

HAnd what would you call the recent step taken by him ' 
of filming letters exchanged between Poland and the West? Here- 
tofore correspondence of persons placed on special suspected 
lists was controlled and the others were selected only at random. 
Now, the substance of every letter is recorded. Such control, 
according to Moczar1 s words, 'helps emigres in establishing... 
contacts'—but not with Poland, oily with the security service, 
camouflaged in the Ministry of Internal Affairs. If Moczar truly 
wants emigre reconciliation with Poland, then let him eliminate ; 

- 3 - 



contacts with Poland? ‘After all, this is the next largest • - ; ; r- 
P.olonia after the United States, which has no organisation, and "V . 
we can only surmise as to its number. For this Polonia to have 
rapprochement with Poland, even though arranged by the communist 
regime, would be a great experience and a source of great 
happiness to it. And if, according to these Soviet statistics, 
93 ,000 members of this Polonia reside in Kazakhstan, then they 
are those who were deported during the war, to whom the Polonia 
Commission has an obligation to bring back to Poland. 

•‘Moczar^ action in concentrating on Polonia in --T 
western countries and turning his back on Polonia in Soviet Russia 
can be interpreted only by one way, namely; that it is not a 
question of rapprochement by Polonia with Poland in general,.V 
but only of infiltration of Polonia in western countries in order 
to change its negative attitude toward the Polish regime to a 
positive one. - 

- M - 1 
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will learn much about how to alter and control the tremendous 
energy develdped through the interaction of the air and the 
sea. . ”v" '~r 

It remains for us now to put this knowledge to work 
and...economically extract the resources from the sea for our 
use. Before we can fully apply this knowledge, however, we 
must learn how to live, work and operate in the ocean depths. 
Without this capability we cannot effectively use the ocean 
space for our country^ defense, or make available Its vital, 
materials..." ,, -as • 
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to offer little chance’of embarrassment to this Bureau• r■ 

The above suggestion is, of course, embryonic 
in character and needs further development and clarification 
before it could be implemented. Nevertheless, it offers defin- 
ite potential and NY believes that it should be given serious . 
consideration. Accordingly, Newark is requested to review 
and offer observations and, in addition, submit any other 
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S, no (66-2479) 

ector. FBI (65- 

RoNYlet 7-19-65 

tt'^jiy information regarding the contemplated use ox \ . . 
r the ggcumetfj should be first brought to the attention of the A/ 
^Bureau. rf. keyieneJ. . :«3„ 

CJ    'Ctassifitd By &0 oB 
1 - Chicago: (105-8223) Exernrt frcm GDS, Category J? 1 :H-;^V 

1 “ j|* (65-23622) Date of Declassification d 
4/ BSITbjs 26) jfr - : 
y KO^i^y. SEP & 1977 ; *4 

/ New York calls attention to article appearing in 
New York Times 7-4-64 concerning the "economic lead which the : 

US currently maintains over the Soviet Union." -This article ■' 
reported on a study made public by the Joint Economic Committee 
of Congress and was entitled "Current Economic Indecisions for :: 

~1 the USSR." It is a detailed analysis of the latest Soviet 
economic statistics prepared for the Joint Economic Committee Tv 

i by a number of veteran American analysts of Soviet economic d;7v 
H working under the direction of Leon Herman, Library of Congress 
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It should be noted that the subject has been having r^ r 

prolonged lunch periods;(two hours) at home. The possibility. 
exists that the subject may do his drinking there. 
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OM OCX <M«. NO. 0 

UNITED STATES O^f^lNMENT 

Memorandum 
[ECTOR, FBI (65-69260) DATE: 7/27/65:M&M&\ 

mtlKCK 

iC, WFO (66-2479) - - 

O \ 
COINTELERDJ _ 

mmuam 

-. ;; 

“ ♦,/-!>y» - 

Re NYlet, 6/29/65. 

Re NYlet recommended WFO, at the Library of Congress, ^ 
borrow recordings of converstlons in American Indian languages 
that are extinct or rapidly becoming extinct. V 

Inquiry at the Recorded Sound Section of the Library \ 
of Congress has determined that the Library of Congress does 
not record, collect, or have in its possession recorded con- "\‘ 
versations in American Indian languages. The only recordings 

 _ of American Indian languages maintained by the library are #»* 
_ "* musical. ' ^ 
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Reurlet dated 7/27/65, which noted the only recording .^ 
of American Indian languages maintained by the Library of Congress 
are musical* ■ _ . ■. 
■ ' -" ‘v '*• ’ "• ' ... ■ " >■ ’v>•;■ ’y?;f

SVZ' 

Bureau feels New York suggestion, as set forth in its 
letter 6/29/65, has merit under this program and believes the 3 

matter should be pursued in an effort to determine if such t 
recordings might be available elsewhere# 

WFO is requested to contact appropriate sources at the i 
Bureau of Indian Affairs,* Department of the Interior, in an 
effort to determine whether such recordings might be available^- 
there# It is further suggested that, if none are available 
there, inquiries be made to determine whether or not such - 
recordings might be produced through the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
for the Bureau*s use as suggested by New York# . ( 

inquiries 
Handle promptly and furnish Bureau results of your 

New Tork (65-23622) 
1 - Chicago (105*8223) 

ey_ 
Exempt from GDS, Category.. 
Date of Declassification 

SEP/2 2 1977 

Exempt from CDS, Cnieaf} 
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Memorandum 

DIREfcTOR, FBI (65-69260 

SAC, WFO (66-2479 Sub J) 

n ^ 
COINTELPRO 

ReWFOlet 7/7/65. 

. •? T .. _ •/..*. -v& 
- ■ V ' :‘,v 

,PATE: e/5/65 
~}M-j :JV£X$ . . . . , ; ”«■ 

-v- 

• s'" " ’ 'M, '-- 

They stated it vould be necessary for them to 4/.' s 
discuss these needs with their respective Division heads after 
which they will Initiate steps to determine qualified personnel t 
and they will then contact WFO Agents in regard to the personnel , 
they have tentatively selected to participate in the program, (//f 

The Bureau and Interested offices will be Icept advised 
of developments in this matter. 

O^B ureau z-Bureau 
2-Chicago (105-8223) (Rll) 
2-New Tork (105-23622) (RH) 
1-WFO 
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UNITED STATES ;^NMENT 

Memorandum -7\ 
, DIRECTOR, FBI (6S-S9260) 

1 ' '•.. 8 

I " SAC, NEW YORK (6S-23B22) 

s/s/es'^m^ 

_ ...    _ 

ReNYlet, 6/29/65; WFOlct 7/27/65. 1/ 

ReWFOlet set forth information that there are no 
recordings of American Indian languages at the Library of \J 
Congress. } ^ r.. . ■ ■ 

Inquiry at the American Indian Institute, 432 ,4~ 
Park Avenue South, NYC, indicates that a number of American 
Indian languages are taught at the University of Oklahoma, 
Norman, Oklahoma, and the university may have Indian language ■ 
records, but the institute suggested we contact the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs, Department of Interior, Washington, D.C., who 
will be able to tell us if*there are existing recordings of j 
American Indian languages. %A/n tPADBD \ ^ -::- 

LEAD 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

languages.^UA/G^AVeV ' r r>. 
iftwifW Bv GO yO^ 
Exem; t from GD~, Categoi 
Date of Declassification^ 

At Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
SEP 2*2 1977 

Will attempt to locate, suitable recordings of American 
Indian' languages. If none are available, will ascertain through 
reliable sources at the Bureau of Indian Affairs, where we can ,4^ 
locate a few Indians proficient in lesser used Indian languages^ 
and make our own recordings. . ;. „v> 

S-lOO / 

'TJ- Bureau (RM) 
1 - Chicago Q0S-8223)(Info)(RM) 
2,- Washington Field (66-2479XRM) .1 
d-Hew York • 

D«:afd /V from CDS, 

Co) • A lUi . .J Ind* 

14 9 mrs 

%   

, Exempt Cron CDS,  « ~ — 
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that his original cpurces. 
was an elderly couple*{* 

a. He stated that this couple'V;,:< irffToHMUl 
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I. Consideration: - 
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. Security Policy Dept. an< 
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ONI representatives were receptive to the program ;Z: 
and stated they would undertake a survey of personnel to locate /I 
qualified persons to use in this program. WFO will work closely ;JT\- 
with ONI in this regard and after the selection of the persons 
to be used, will interview those selected to determine the ones \ 

^believed most qualified for this type of assignment. The briefing 
^Pof the persons selected will be handled by WFO with ONI participating 

£jdiscusslon with and he envisions I 
o ^o difficulty in^n^Hearanc^^^^ne material selected to be 
5 passed by the individual branch of the service. ■?frsj 

/2+Bureau 
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68^2479 Sub J 

-- On 8/16/65, S 
ised WFO that OSI had reques 

w^p 66^2479 Sub J 

of the Bureau 
r _ „ onal guide lines for^^T* 

selection of personnel and after receiving these, OSI will 
designate a field unit to handle OSI's participation in the 
program. WFO will initiate contact with 051 upon receipt of If 
info re appropriate unit to contact. , 

Bureau and Interested offices will be kept advised ly 
of progress in this matter. v 2 
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All sources (except any listed belov) vhose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished. reliable 
infonnation in the past. ’ 
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It is desired that Kew York and VFO carefully consider 
the foregoing observations, and that the vie vs and recommendations 
of indicated offices be promptly submitted to the Bureau. Do ;>ii v 

not attempt any course of action in regard to this natter'-^;^.: ij 
vlthout Bureau authority. 
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He advised that a limited amount of these copies < 
may be available at the JEC or. If additional documents are ^ 
needed, from the Superintendent of Documents, Government. • IWilV *v* . - »v ■ »:-» •- f 

Printing Office, at 550 per copy* v£v**&*£J 

©-‘Bureau (Enc. 1) : *’■:.V'r^vf-K:&^r!' 
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WPO 66-2479 

1 : On 8/23/65, 
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ds was all that was available 
at her office. She advised that 
obtained at the Governemht Printing 

additional copies could be, 
g Office if necessary. 

If the Bureau approves the proposal to utilize the 
-J. ‘“WwriV'vVf"?1 - 
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documents and additional copies are desired by Chicago or 
New York, WPO will obtain at the GPO. WPO is maintaining 
two copies of these documents in this file. 1 
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JUNE 23, 1965. 
To A/cmftcrs oj the Joint Economic Committee: 

Transmitted herewith for the use of the Joint Economic Committee 
end other Members of Congress is a compilation of statLslical materials 
end interpretative articles entitled “Current Economic Indicators for 
the U.S.S.R.” These materials will make up a successor volume to 
last year’s study on the same subject. They are made available to 
the members oi the Joint Economic Committee as a continuation of 
the studies which appeared in December 1902 under the title “Dimen- 
sions of Soviet Economic Power.” 

The committee is grateful to the Government departments and 
organizations for their assistance, as well as to the individual scholars 
who prepared various sections of this volume, and to the Research 
Analysis Corp. for permitting its staff members to help us in the study. 

It should be clearly understood that the materials contained herein 
do not necessarily represent the views of the committee nor any of 
its individual members. 

WRIGHT PATMAN, Chairman. 

JUNE 21, 1965. 

Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN, 

Chairman, Joint Economic Committee, 
Congress oj the United'States, Washington, D C. ■. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Transmitted herewith is a compendium of 
statistical data and interpretative comment entitled, "Current Eco- 
nomic Indicators for the U.S.S.R.” 

This volume, which is a successor to the report on the same subject 
published in February 19G4, reflects the committee’s continuing 
interest in verifiable facts and scholarly interpretation of current 
economic developments in the U.S.S.R. These periodic statistical 
reviews, in turn, are intended to supplement the analytical materials 
published in the Joint Economic Committee’s December 19G2 study 
entitled, "Dimensions of Soviet Economic Power.” 

In light of our experience in publishing the 1964 volume, certain 
changes have been made in the present study, particular!}' in regard 
to the introduction of more narrative materials to go along with the 
statistical data presented in each chapter. In addition, the present 
volume includes an introductory essay summarizing the main findings 
of the component chapters. • . 

The individual chapters of the present study were prepared for tho 
mmittee bv a number of professional experts in tins field of research committee by a number of professional experts in this field of research 

who have given generously of their valuable time and specialized 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE SOVIET ECONOMY IN 1963 

A. SLOWDOWN IN THE RATE OP ECONOMIC GROWTH 
-i; ys\'. /. V- 

J' 
1. GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

The performance of the Soviet economy during 1963 was marked 
by a sharp decline in the overall rate of growth, a decline that WRB 

-7; 

manifestly induced by the absolute drop in the output of the agricul- 
tural sector. The gross national product of the country: i.e.. the tural sector. The gross national product of the country; i.e., the 
indicator which measures the aggregate value of all goods and services, 
increased somewhat in 1963, but the advance amounted to an abnor- 
mally low rate of 2.6 percent, the lowest percentage of growth in 
recent Soviet history. . Five years earlier, in 1958, the annual growth 
rate of the Soviet Union was S.5 percent. 

In terms of. average rates of growth, as indicated in detail in chap- 
ter I of the present study, the U.S.S.R. has recently slipped from 
the second highest position among the leading industrial nations, 
after .West Germany, to the fifth position, below that of France. 
More recently, since 19G1, in fact, the Soviet Union has fallen behind 
the United States, as far as annual growth rates are concerned. 

v t ; ; f 
frff'r*)' . .\v-, V V > V 

In dollar terms, the aggregate value of goods and services produced 
in the U.S.S.R. in 1963 has been calculated in the present study (in 
1963 market prices) at $265 billion, an amount equal to 46 percent of 
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the gross national product of the United States. In regard to its 
overall output, in other words, the U.S.S.R. continues to hold its 
position as the second largest economy in the world. In per capita 
terms, however, its comparative position in 1963 was considerably 
lower; namely, just barely ahead of Italy, as shown below: 

Comparative per capita dollar value of GNP, 196S 

, [ID 1063 market prices] 
United States   _. 3,084 
France..      1,964 
Germany (German Federal Republic)   J 1,858 
United Kingdom ;  1, 803 
U.S.S.R    1,178 
Italy      1,107 
Japan     ;  907 

, ^ j f \ ^ £•■ S*'\J 
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2. INVESTMENT TRENDS . 

- The steady decline in the tempo of economic expansion in the 
U.S.S.R. during the past 5 years may be traced, in large part, to a 
sharp drop in the rate of growth in the allocation of new capital 
investment. As measured by the broad indicator of “fixed in vest- 
ment,’* the annual rate of growth of new capital investment had been 
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CURREl^ ECONOMIC INDICATORS FOR THE U.S.BJ 

proceeding at an average of 10.8 percent during 1951-58. However, 
in the course of the subsequent 5-3’ear period (1059-63) new capital 
was plowed into the economy at an incremental rate of 7.1 percent 
per annum. Moreover, for the most recent period, 1961-63, the 
investment effort slackened off still further, showing an annual average 
growth rate of only 4.7 percent; 6.7 percent if new housing is excluded. 

In regard to investment, too, the year 1961 was something of a 
turning point in the recent economic history of the U.S.S. R. In that 
year, as shown in considerable detail in chapter IV of our study, a 
sharp decline began to manifest itself in the rate of growth of new 
construction activity which remained almost unchanged during the 
following 2 years. By comparison, it should be noted, the volume 
of construction grew at an annual rate of nearly 14 percent during 
1956-60. 

One major factor responsible for the low growth rates in industrial 
investment since 1961 has been the dislocation resulting from the 
recent well-publicized effort on the part of the political authorities to 
carry out a major shift in the industrial structure in favor of such 
“progressive/’ growth-inducing branches as the chemical, petro- 
chemical, and electronics industries. Beyond that, however, the 
lower trends in investment growth of the past few years reflect the 
diversion of resources to other programs, including various research- 
intensive equipment, for the military establishment and for space 
exploration. 

8. AGRICULTURE 

The year 1963 also witnessed a serious depression in the level of 
agricultural output in the country. Grains were affected most 
adversely by a widespread incidence of dry weather, with the result 
that only 89.3 million metric tons of grain were harvested in 1963, as 
compared with 112 million tons produced in 19G2. Wheat production, 
in particular, declined by 26.5 percent from the level of the preceding 
year. 

In terms of yield, too, the Soviet farm economy performed poorly 
in 1963. In wheat, for example, the yield per acre amounted to 9.2 
bushels, which is equal to 36 percent of the amount of grain produced 
per acre during the year in the United States; namely, 25.3 bushels. 

The level of production of livestock commodities moved somewhat 
erratically in 1963. Owing to a severe shortage of feed, which induced 
distress slaughtering, meat went up slightly, while the output of milk 
and eggs moved downward at a moderate pace. In comparison with 
the level of output in the United States, production of the above four 
major livestock commodities showed the following proportions in 
1963; pork, 56 percent; beef and veal, 40 percent; milk (cows), 92 
percent; eggs, 45 percent. . v 

4. INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 

• The industrial sector of the Soviet economy also witnessed a 
notable decline in growth during the year 1963. Civilian production 
increased by 6.6 percent over the preceding year, the smallest increase 
of the .postwar period. This murks the fourth consecutive year of 

. annual rates of expansion of less than S percent. By comparison, as 
shown by the data below, the average annual increase in industrial 
output during the fifties was about 10 percent. 
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Annual rales of growth of civilian industrial output in the U.S.S.R. 

Totfil lnduslrv  
Industrial material?. 
Civilian machinery, including electronics  
Nondurable consumer foods   

The pattern of growth in recent years, ns mny be expected, has 
been fairly uneven. By viewing developments over the two most 
recent 4-yenr periods it is possible to observe t hat the officially favored 
branches of industry continue to be maintained more or less in the 
style of growth to which they had become accustomed over the dec- 
ades. Accordingly, the average annual rate of increase declined from 
one 4-year period to the other, as illustrated above, by nearly a half 
for nondurable consumer goods, while industrial materials lost about 
a third of its earlier growth rate. In the category of machinery and 
electronics, by contrast, the decline in the rate of growth during the 
Becond 4-year period was by less than 10 percent. 

There are several fuctors that help to account for the slowdown in 
the rate of industrial growth in the Soviet Union after 1959. To 
begin with, as explained more fully in the chapters dealing with invest- 
ment and industry, there has been a sharp decline in industrial invest- 
ment. Apart from that, there has been a shift in the allocation 
pattern of new capital, a shift that has involved the assimilation of un- 
familiar new technology. Lowered levels of output in agriculture have 

d most 

1963, &a 
Auction, 

familiar new technology. Lowered levels of output in agriculture have 
also plaved a part in the reduced expansion of industr3T by shrinking 
the available supply of industrial raw materials. Another negative 
effect may be traced to the reduction in the length of the average 
workweek from 46 hours in 1959 to 41 in 1901. In addition to the 
above, industrial developments have been affected adversely b3T the 
preemption of high qualit^v resources by the military sector, at the 
expense of investment of new plant and equipment for civilian industry. 

. 5. DEFENSE EXPENDITURES 
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/ As has often been the case in the past, the sharp decline in the rate of 
increase in capital investment in the U.S.S.R., underway since I960, increase in capital investment in the U.S.S.R., underwn3* since I960, 
has been accompanied by a conspicuous rise in defense expenditures. 
.These two categories of expenditures have always been competing 
claimants upon the resources of the domestic econoni}-. Judging by 
the evidence at hand, Soviet authorities have chosen to favor the de- 

fense sector in recent years. This is indicated by the fact that explicit 
defense outlaw's have risen by more than 10.5 percent per year between 
1960 and 1963, from 9.3 to 13.3 billion rubles. In contrast, investment 

1 has grown at a rate of only 4.7 percent during the same 3-year period. 
In recent months, the question lias often been raised in public 

itnessed a 
production 

increase 

print as to whether the liew leadership, which came to power m the 
Soviet Union in October 1964, is likely to reduce military spending 
in order to provide for a better supply of agricultural products and 
.consumer goods in the domestic economy. The fact most responsible 
f°r this l*ne °f speculation has been the recent announcement b3r 

Party Chieftain Brezhnev that the Soviet Government will.spend 
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$79 billion on the improvement of the agricultural economy during 
the next 5-year plan (1906-70). 

Whilo the Soviet louders have understandably avoided making 
any direct commitment on so sensitive a subject ns the pattern* of 
resource allocation, they have, since their accession to power, assured , 
the public that agriculture would be treated more generously thanit,:‘ ■ - 
had been in the post. 

It does not necessarily follow, however, that on increase in lthe ^ • • 
allocation of more capital to agriculture would make it necessary for L. 
the Soviet authorities to cut back on their defense expenditures/- ~ 
A close analysis of the new agricultural plan for 1966-70, as presented 
by L. Brezhnev to the Central Committee on March 24,1964, points 
to the conclusion that the rulers of the U.S.S.R. can .continue their 
present intense effort in the sphere of military and space research 
and development, as well os in the expansion and deployment of 
advanced weapons system, without serious concern over the possible 
adverse impact of this effort on the agricultural economy. The kind 
of resources that are required to inject a higher level of productivity 
into agriculture, e.g., tractors, trucks, farm machinery, construction 
equipment, etc:, no longer play a critical role in the modern defense 
industry. If anything, a large diversion of production inputs of this , . 
kind into agriculture would tend to impose a serious burden on the .'•? V 
conventional branches of heavy industry, i.e., the branches which. 
are both producers and consumers of this kind of mass-produced 
equipment. Modern weapon systems, on the other hand, depend more 
for their support and expansion upon the newer industries equipped - 
especially to produce electronics, automatic mechanisms, precision 
instruments, and hand-tooled missiles of various kinds. They require, 
in addition, highl}1- trained scientists, design engineers, and unusually . * 
skilled technicians of the kind that would not be, in the foreseeable 
future, conceivably transferred to jobs in the mass production lines - 
of the farm machinery and automotive industries. 

6. CONSUMPTION LEVELS 

It is important to bear in mind, however, that the absolute volume 
of new investment continues to be very high in the U.S.S.R. Only 
the rates of new increments in annual capital allocations have declined 
of late. In 1963, for example, the ag<p*egate figure for new investment 
in the U.S.S.R., amounted to 42.2 billion rubles, an enormous sum that ' 
is fully equal, in dollars, to the amount allocated to investment in the. 
United States, although total consumption in the Soviet economy 
is eoual to only one-third of the value of goods and services consumed ■' . 
in tkis country. Inevitably, therefore, the large outlays , which the ' 
Soviet Government makes annually on investment and defense . ^ 
reduces severely the fund of resources available for consumption by 
the population. < ^ ’ 

As compared with its own past, to be sure, per capita consumption 
in the U.S.S.R. has increased substantially in recent years. In 1963, 
for example, it had readied a level equal to 70 percent above that of . 

1950. This reflects an average increase of about 4 percent a year. 
In comparison with the major Western nations, however, the 

U.S.S.R. has failed to make any dramatic progress within the past 
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dozen years. Thus, for example, in 19C3 per capita consumption in 
the U.S.S.R. amounted to less than 90 percent of that in Italy. In 
respect to this important indicator, in other words, its position 
relative to Italy remained the same as it was in 1950. 

In comparison with the United States, too, the recent Sonet record 
in per capita consumption has made little tangible relntive progress. 
True, in 1963 Soviet per capita consumption reached a level equal to 
about 30 percent of that in the United States, whereas in 1950 it 
amounted to some 20 percent of our level. However, most of the 
gain made by the U.S;&.R., relative to the United States level, was 
achieved by 1958. Since then, consumption per capita has grown at 
about the same rate in both countries. 

Apart from the difference in the aggregate volume of consumption, 
as shown in the relevant chapter, there are a number of important 
differences in the pattern of consumption in the two countries. 

To cite one prominent difference: The share of starchy staples (grain 
products and potatoes) continues to be distinctively large in the 
U.S.S.R. It wns larger in fact in the Soviet Union in 1962 than in the 
United States more than a half century ago. In addition, as shown in 
some detail in section VIII of this report, consumption of food per 
capita in the U.S.S.R. remains unusually high relative to other 
consumer goods to this day, reflecting a familiar social phenomenon; 
namely, that in a count ry with a low level of earnings a large propor- 
tion of the personal income of the population is. devoted to food 
expenditures. By comparison, nonfood products and personal 
services absorb a smaller share of the consumer ruble. In fact, per 
capita consumption in 1963 of most of these items in the U.S.S.R. 
amounted to little more than 15 percent of that in the United States. 

Estimated stocks of consumer's durables at end of 1963 

(Units per 1,000 persons] 

' U.S.S.R. (united States 
U.S.S.R, m 

1 percent of 
United States 

Sewing machines    132 135 08 
100 974 20 

Television sets...      53 sib 17 
Automobiles  -  4 ' 272 1 
Refrigerators   „ 23 288 8 
Washing machines....     30 216 17 

• Another distinctive feature of the Soviet pattern of consumption is 
the high level of consumption of state-provided services such ns health 
and education. Their high priority in the allocation pattern reflects -, 
the fact that such services are regarded by the Soviet Government as ^ 
falling under the heading of investment rather than consumption. - . / 

In housing, the improvements in the level of available space, rela- 
tive to population, has slowed down in recent years. New additions of ,.; 

urban dwelling space in 1963 amounted to 77.4 million square meters, 
as against 82.8 in 1960. By way of comparison, living space per capita 
in the U.S.S.R. in 1963 amounted to approximately 20 percent of that ' 
available in the United States. In this respect, there was no measur- * 
able improvement since 1950. \ - 
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7. POPULATION, EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR PRODUCTIVITY., 

Because of the severe wartime losses in population,-actual as well as 
potential, the Soviet Union has also had to contend with a less'favor- 
able manpower situation in recent years. In 1963, employment out- 
side of agriculture increased by 2 million persons, as compared with 
the addition of 4.2 million nonfarm wage earners made in; 1961.1'As 
far os the growth of the labor force os a whole is concerned/ the.rate of 
new additions has declined as follows: from ah average rate'of 1.9 
percent for the period 1959-58 to an average of 1.4 percent during the 
next 5 years (1958-63). , * * ■ -> .v'T‘; T;.v . 

This downward trend reflects (a) the delayed effect of the low birth 
rate of the wartime period and (b) the absence of any perceptible alack 
for raising further still the high labor participation ratio of the Soviet 
population, which is already quite high. 

Another setback to the Soviet drive for rapid economic growth 
came in the form of a slowdown in the advancement of labor produc- 
tivity. In the earlier of the two periods, under review here, Soviet Eerformance in the sphere of labor productivity growth ranked very 

igh, just below that of Germany. Specifically calculated in chapter 
I of this study, the average rate of growth in Soviet labor productivity 
measured 5.0 percent per year during 1950-58. During the sub- 
sequent 5-year period, however, labor productivity in the U.SJS.R. 
advanced at a much reduced average rate; namely 3.1 percent. Thus, 
the deterioration in the growth rate of Soviet productivity perform- 
ance was the most pronounced among the major economies compared 
in this report. - •- v 

8. FOREIGN TRADE ' 

In its commerce with other nations, the Soviet Union has maintained 
a fairly steady rate of expansion in recent years. Total trade turn- 
over [exports plus imports] rose by 6 percent in 1963, reaching a level 
of $14.3 billion. At that level it was equal to 35 percent of the dollar 
value of. the foreign commerce of the United States. In comparison 
with the other major trading nations of the world, the U.S.S.R. now 
ranks fifth in line, behind France and slightly ahead of Canada. 

Viewed over the past 10-year period, the annual value of Soviet 
foreign trade expanded by 150 percent; in port, at least, as a result of 
(a) the return of the U.S.S.R. to its traditional markets in Western 
Europe and (i) its more active involvement in commodity exchanges 
with the newly developing countries. Still, the strong preference for 
trading with other Communist nations remains in effect. Jn 1963, 
os in preceding years, 70 percent of all Soviet trade transactions were 
completed with trade partners within the Communist world. .O -v. . 

B. THE SEARCH FOR HIGHER LEVELS OF ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY 

1. DISCONTENT OF THE LEADERSHIP ' 

The loss of economic momentum during the past 3 to 5 years has 
produced a mood of serious self-examination among policymakers and 
economic experts alike in the U.S.S.R. By 1962, there was very little 
left of the buoyant optimism over economic prospects which pervaded 
official Soviet opinion duiing the mid-fifties. 

Even before the shock of the depressed harvest of 1963 had spread 
through the society ns a whole, Soviet leaders began to voice com- 
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plaints about the qualitative and dynamic aspects of their production 
system. They have complained, in general, about the failure of their 
planners and managers to make move effective use of the vast array 
of economic resources at their disposal. They have complained, in 
particular, About the declining yiela in added output from new capital 
investment; about the all-too-slow growth of labor productivity; about investment; aoout tne au-too-siow growtn ot moor productivity; about 
the neglect of modern branches ana processes of production; about the 
general indifference among the nation's plant managers to new, better, 
and cheaper materials; about the general resist ance to innovation at 
the enterprise level; and about the deep-seated bureaucratic tendency 
on all levels of operation to rely on established, routine methods of 
manufacturing and distribution. 

In one of his memorable addresses dealing with the problem of 
economic planning, delivered in November 1962, former Premier 
Khrushchev gave vent, in great detail, to the long pent-up discontent 
of the party hierarchy with the level of efficiency m the Sonet econ- 
omy. He was especially critical of the pervasive lethargy among 
Soviet planners, administrators, and plant managers with respect to 
new. more efficient ideas and processes in the country's industrial new, more efficient ideas and processes in the country's industrial 
plant. He was beginning to wonder, he declared, “whether this 
proves our inability to utilize technical progress.” 

An important reason for the loss of self-confidence among Soviet 
economic authorities is the fundamental fact that the economy of the 
U.S.S.R. has been growing bigger but not better. About a decade ago, 
official Soviet spokesmen were wont to cite as evidence of a consider- 
able potential reserve for their own economic progress the fact that 
the country’s industrial labor force was still well below its optimal 
size. Now, however, this particular reserve has been exhausted. 
Industrial employment in the U.S.S.R. is now beyond the proportion 
once considered optimal by Soviet economists; namety, 8 to 10 percent 
of the country's total population. In 1963, in fact, Russia's industrial 
manpower numbered 25 million persons, i.e., a figure larger bv 40 
percent than the 18 million that make up the industrial labor force 
of the United States. Yet, even according to their own undocumented 
claim, Soviet industry turns out a total annual product that is 35 
percent lower than the aggregate U.S. industrial output. 

In short, the continued annual recruitment of ever more new labor 
numbers into industry does not seem to be sufficient to alter the 
lagging relative position of the U.S.S.R. as an industrial producer. 
If anything, the mechanical practice of feeding a maximum of addi- 
tional labor into the favorea branches of production has tended to 
minimize the pressure for more efficient methods of labor utilization 
and, therefore, to delay progress in the critical area of labor produc- 
tivity. * , ^ ‘ S '■ 

These practical difficulties arising from the low. efficiency of new 
capita! and labor inputs have generated a widespread discussion 
among academic economists and economic administrators in the 
U.S.S.R. aimed at a thoroughgoing reform of existing economic 
policies and practices. This officially sponsored discussion has been 
consciously directed toward a search for higher standards of produc- 

•••-V-V” f.ji 

consciously directed toward a search for higher standards of produc- ■' 
lion efficiency. In practical terms, as recently explained by. Premier 
Kosygin in his address of December 9, 1964, to the Supreme Soviet, • 
this discussion is expected to result in the discovery of new ways and 
means of “obtaining maximum results at minimum expenditure of . 
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labor and material, based on high labor productivity and a high 
scientific and technical standard of production?’ Unless A "sub- 
stantial change for the better” is achieved in this regard, Kosygin 
warned, it will be impossible to attain the party's declared goal of 
"an increase in the rate of growth of the national economy and the 
channeling of more resources toward raising the well-beingrof; the 
people.” ■ • 

2. PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC REFORMS .Mffc - J.- - *<■' .t^r* * ' ■* 

With the ouster of Khrushchev and the coming to power.'bf' the 
Brezhnev-Kosvgin regime, public demand for economic reform in the 
U.S.S.R., which began in 1962, entered a new, more authoritative 
phase. The ideas that were presented in 1962 by a once obscure 
Kharkov professor and subjected at that time to widespread criticism, 
in the space of 2 years evolved to become the new orthodoxy of the 
post-Khrushchev Soviet leadership. . 

"We shall proceed toward planning on the basis of orders placed 
bv consumers not only in industry producing consumer goods but 
also in other brandies of the national economv.” With these words, 
which were also addressed to the Supreme Soviet on December 9, 
1964, Premier Kosygin announced the intention of the new Soviet 
leadership to adopt many of the very un-Marxian ideas that have’ 
come since 19C2 to be associated with "Libermanism”—after Yevsey 
G. Liberman, professor of economics at the Kharkov Engineering- 
Economics Institute. - # . ■ 

Liberman’s main idea, which was first aired in Pravda in September 
1962, affirms that the preparation by the central planners of detailed 
assignments to be executed without question by the industrial enter- 
prises tends to hamper rather than help the latter in their basic 
effort to satisfy the needs of society. He proposed, therefore, that 
the attainment of maximum profitability—profits divided by total 
(fixed plus working) capital—rather than the physical fulfillment of 
specific production tasks assigned by the planners be made the cri- 
terion oi enterprise performance. Ilnder the operation of the profit 
incentive, he argued, enterprises could be relied upon to search more 
effectively for means of improving their economic. performance than- 

under present bureaucratically determined plans. 
. Publication of Liberman’s proposals raised a storm of discussion 
in the Soviet press and resulted in the proliferation of many proposals 
for further reforms. Other reforms proposed included adoption of 
such capitalist ideas os quasi-markets, with centrally established 
prices, to distribute output of both consumer and producer goods; 
overhaul of wholesale prices; interest charges on the use of fixed and 
working capital. - r *. • v-: 

. Resistance in the U.S.S.R. to the proposals—both ideological and firactical—is deep rooted. To a large extent these proposals were 
leld in abeyance by the Khrushchev leadership. . Yet, the proposals 

are designed to provide solutions to very real economic problems of the 
U.S.S.R. The present system of management of resources is in- 
efficient and wasteful. Quality of products is poor. Supply is badly 
organized, which results in the creation of artificial scarcities. New 
products and new technological processes are introduced only slowly. 
Planning is grossty conceived, cumbersome, and prone to costly 
mistakes. 
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is in- 
badly 
New 

These problems are not at all new to the leadership of the U.S.S.R., 
since they have often been the subject of official complaints since the 
early 1930’s. In recent years, however, they have become a matter of 
urgency to the extent that the rate of growth of the economy has 
slowed while the range of commitments has been expanding. It is 
this slowdown that has increased the pressure for better management 
of economic resources and stimulated the active quest of the new 
Soviet leadership for economic reform. 

Kosygin’s statement to the Supreme Soviet calls for the gradual 
extension in some form of a new production-marketing system based 
on Liberman’s ideas, the testing of which was initiated belatedly in 
two garment enterprises by the Khrushchev leadership in July 1964. 

The system provided for the two garment enterprises—Bol'shevichka 
in Moscow and Mavak in Gorki—to determine their own plans for 
volume, quality, and assortment of production on the basis of orders 
from the trade network. By the same token, they were freed from 
the routine of centrally allocated supply of material inputs other than 
capital goods. 

The enterprises in the experiment are subjected to two performance 
criteria: first, the volume of output sold must be sufficiently large to 
make full use of existing production capacity; and second, the cen- 
trally established plan Tor profitability must be fulfilled (or over- 
fulfilled). Decisions as to quality, amounts used, and inventories of 
inputs, including number of workers emplo3*ed, as well as the intro- 
duction of new processing methods and new products, are left to the 
enterprise director to be determined on the basis of (a) orders from the 
trade network and (b) profitability of the work. The new system 
makes no provision for significant, changes in the prices of the plants' 
products or inputs. Requests for purchases of capital goods and 
plant, expansion continue to be subject to review by central authority. 
No provision is made for interest charges on fixed or working capital.. 

On October 20, 19G4, shortly after the ouster of Khrushchev, the 
U.S.S.R. Sovnarkhoz announced that the new sj-stem is to be ex- 
tended to enterprises accounting for one-fourth of the output of 
garments and footwear during 1905. Moreover, an additional test 
of the system was scheduled to begin January 1, 1965, in five enter- 
prises in Lvov—including two heavy industry enterprises. Presum- 
ably the new system is to be extended, at some later date, to the 
remaining enterprises producing consumer goods and, eventually, to 
heavj* industry as well. 

Much work remains to be done to make the new system perform its 
tasks effectively. Well-known defects, such as the continued practice 
of central allocation of capital goods and the failure to adopt a capital 
charge, remain within tne specific provisions of the new system. ^ 
The elimination of irrational prices, upon which the system’s effec- 
tiveness depends, must also be carried out. Moreover, extensive 
adoption of the system is likely to create difficult problems of integrat- 
ing the sections using the new system with the remainder of the 
economy. The outlook for the next few years is for continued pro- 
posals, discussions, and controversy along with cautious expert-. 
mentation with novel and un-Marxian methods of economic decision- 
making. Hence, no measurable improvement in the efficiency of 
use of resources, or in the rate of growth of the economy, cun be 
expected from this source during the period. 
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CHAPTER I 

TRENDS IN SOVIET GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

SUMMARY 

In 1963 Soviet GNP growth continued the declining trend evident 
since 1958, thus exacerbating the policy dilemma of satisfying pro- 
liferating demands on a tightening resource base. The abnormally 
depressed 2.6-percent increase in 1963 reflected adverse agricultural 
weather conditions and would have been close to 5 percent under nor- 
mal circumstances. Shortfalls in agriculture compounded the shift 
in the production structure from commodities to the services. From 
1960 to 1963 both consumption and investment experienced sharply 
reduced growth rates{ while defense expenditures have risen dra- 
matically. However, in 1963 and 1964 defense outlays leveled off and 
the new regime has reiterated its pledges to the consumer and voiced 
its desire to move the economy ahead at a more rapid rate. 

Growth retardation can be largely explained in terms of reduced 
percentage increments to the labor force and to sharply reduced labor Eroductivitv increases. In the latter respect Soviet performance has 

een notably poor in comparison with other major economies. Wor- 
sened labor productivity performance can be in part initially explained 
by the reduced rate of investment, but a more important factor lias 
been the sharply reduced rate of return on investment (higher capital- 
output ratios). In this respect, too, the Soviet record by international 
comparison has been particularly dismal. In turn, both the reduced 
rate of investment and its falling efficiency can be ascribed to the 
longer time required to assimilate the new technologies of chemicals, 
oil and gas, and complex machinery and to the diversion of vital 
scarce human and material inputs into production of sophisticated 
weapons. 

Soviet gross national product is somewhat less than half as large 
as that of the United States and 2% times that of the major West 
European economies, but on a per capita basis about three-eighths as 
large as the United States and a third less than West Germany, France, 
or the United Kingdom. The U.S.S.R.-U.S. ratio has not been 
widened since 1961 and in absolute terms the U.S. margin has been 
increasing since 195S. Soviet growth through 1970 will probably 
average between 4.5 and 5.5 percent annually, about a percentage point 
above the United States, but no higher than France or Italjr and 
much below that of Japan. Given these projections, the absolute 
GNP differential between the U.S.S.R. ana the United States will 
continue to diverge. With a reduced growth rate the Soviet leader- 
ship will face a major challenge in reducing to realistic dimensions the 
simultaneous pursuit of increases in consumer welfare, rapid growth, 
and maintenance of military parity with the United States. A desire 
to minimize this overcommitment from a tightening resource buse 
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could further stimulate efforts to improve the efficiency of the opera- 
tion of the economy with consequent far-reaching institutional reforms. 

COMPARATIVE GROWTH PERFORMANCE ? 

The basic economic dilemma of limited resources to meet^bhrgeoning 
requirements, which has plagued Soviet regimes in recentyeara, was 
particularly acute in 10G3. The new leadership, as indicated by their 
public pronouncements and the 1965 state nudget and 'plan, has 
reaffirmed this vexation. Commitments have proliferated beyond 
the simple Stalinist goals of rapid growth and a powerful conventional 
inilitaiT posture to include consumer welfare, growth based on new 
technology, and parity with the United States in sophisticated 
weaponry. In contrast, the wherewithal to sustain this expanded 
nrrav of priorities has worsened, both in terms of basic resource 
availabilities and of the efficiency with which these resources have 
been employed. 

The long-term decline in the rate of growth of national produce 
which ensued after 195S has continued through the present (table 
M). • - - w , 

TABLE 1-1.—Annual and period growth rain of Soviet GX . . 

(Percentages) ' ' "V ■. .,' 

Year Rata Period Rate 

1959   
1059  
1960   
iota :  

19C3  

8.5 
4.2 
4.9 
Aft 
Aft 
2.0 

1050-58 average   : 
1058-03 Bverage    

...o 
AS 

1 For derivation of component origin sector growth rates see appendix table l. and tat derivation of sector 
weights see appendix table 2. • 

NOTE.—The 19C4 estimates published by the Joint Eranomle Committee showed a considerably lower 
growth rule lot 10i£. Thu revision this year Is explained by recalculation of the agricultural production esti-T 
mate on the basis of more comprehensive information. The higher rate is also Influenced by the sutatitutlon 
ol 1950 originating sector value added weights (see appendix, table 2) for the 1955 weights used last year. 
The new weights reduce the weight of agriculture and hence the depressing effect on GN P of ilia decline in 
agricultural output. 1 < 

In no year since 1958 has the Soviet Union matched the annual 
average growth rate it achieved in the 8 years .prior to that date, 
as indicated in table 1-1. In terms of international comparisons it as indicated in table 1-1. In terms of international comparisons it 
has slipped from a position second only to West Germany among the 
principal industrial powers in the period 1950-5S to an average below 
that of Japan, Italy, West Germany, and France during the subse- 
quent 5 years (table 1-2). Moreover, since 1961 the U.S.S.H..has'. 
also fallen behind the United States in its growth performance. v ,. 
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TABLE 1-2.—Comparative growth rates of grots national product 

[Percentages] 

. - V'; J 

W . 
.R: . 13 ^ 

1 

Country 

Annual rata Period rates 
(annual averaer*) 

1068 lose 1060 1061 1002 1063 1056-68 1058-63 

U.9.6.R  4.2 4.0 18 4.3 16 7.0 AS 
France  2.8 7.8 4.8 A3 4.8 4.4 8.0 
Germany (Federal Republic)  A. & r. i 8.9 5.8 4.1 8.2 • 7. A AO 
ItftJV  7.8 6.8 A3 A a 4.8 A 6 Afl 
United Kinfdom. A A 4.5 13 .2 AS 2.4 A0 
Japan   18.1 18.0 15.8 A0 8.3 6.1 IAS 
United States.... A7 2.6 1.0 At A 4 2.0 4.1 

Sourees: United States nnd Western European economies: OECD, .<\fathtin of National ActouMi. lO.VMll. 
Peris. 1864 OECD. Central Statiitict—National Atrounti Supplement, Paris. 1964. Btatisiiral Office oI 
the European Economic Communities. Central Statistical BuDelin, Nn. 11. 1964. National Institute of 
Ecnnomic and Social Research. National Inititute Eton omIt fterinc. November 1964. London. O.S. fte- 
pnrimeui of Commerce, Suroe|i of Current llutinui, July 1964. United Nations, Monthly ButltUn of Sto- 
fierier. November 1964. p. 8. 

Japan: Rank of Japan. Eeonomlc St at let In of Japan, 1061. Ministry of Finance, Quarterly BuUttla of 
Financial Staliitin, 1st quarter, fiscal rear 1064. 

U.8.8.R.-ONP. (See appendix, table 1.) 

The trend of the last 2 years in the later period is below llielong- 
term trend as it has been heavity influenced by 2 years of unfavorable 
weather. If weather factors are discounted and it is assumed that the 
agricultural growth trend for 195S-61 would have prevailed under 
normal conditions, the average annual rise in GNP would have been 
close to 5 percent. 

CHANGE IN STRUCTURE OF PRODUCTION AND THE USE OF RESOURCES 

The reduced pace of expansion has involved significant changes in 
the structure of the Soviet economy, particularly from primary, but 
also from secondary to tertiary production. If the S years prior to 
1958 are contrasted until the 5 years following that year, the com- 
modity producing sectors (primary nnd secondary) of the economy 
have exhibited sharp decelerations while the service rendering sectors 
(tertiary) have experienced higher growth rntes (see appendix, table 
1). Much of this shift can be explained by the evolution of the Soviet 
economy to a more advanced level, but it has been compounded by 
output shortfalls in agriculture with subsequent resource impacts on 
raw material availabilities to industry. 

Agriculture has yet to attain the output level set in 1961, while 
the growth rate in industry has fallen from an average annual rate of 
9 percent for the period 1950-58 to a rate of 7.5 percent since 1958. > 
In construction the rate of increase has been halved as resources have;'- 
been diverted away from investment and in transportation the rate is 
considerably less. By contrast the net outputs of the commerce and 
services sectors have risen at accelerated tempos since 1958. The ■ 
decline in defense * and constancy in administrative services since . 
1958 has been more than offset by the rapid increase in educational 
medical, housing, and especially scientific services.* 

Available computations of official data do not permit so clear a 
comparison of trends in the uses of GNP, but some significant changes 

• At used in the context of Income nrluinntfne. defense services pertain only to personnel expenditures. 
Other elements of defense expenditure appear in other originating sector efttejrorlo*. Procurement is re- 
flected in industrial production, research and some development in scientific services, and military con- 
struction in the construction sector. •: 
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are apparent. The retardation in growth has led to lessened in- 
creases in levels of consumption, half the rate in the period after 1958 
of that experienced in the previous 8 years (table 1-3). .This decline 
is largely the result of stagnation in agricultural production with 
the reduction in the rate of new housing construction contributing in 
smaller measure. Since 1958 increases m Soviet per capita consump- 
tion levels have been considerabty below those of the tnree;principal 
continental economies whose consumers already enjoyed'per capita 
consumption levels nearly twice as high as their Soviet counterparts.* 
In fact, the Soviet rate of improvement has only marginally exceeded 
that of the United Kingdom and the United States (table 1-3) while 
the level at per capita consumption in the United States remained 
between three and four times that of the U.S.S.R.4 

1 ’ * ' 
TABLE 1-3.—Comparative growth of consumption and investment 

[Awnfic annual rate*) " - . 

Consumption 
per capita 

Fixed 
Investment 

Nonretidentlal 
Invwtmfut 

I050-58 1958-63 1050-58 1050-63 1050-58 

U.S.S.R  
France..    
Germany (Federal Tie public).'. 
Italy   
United Kingdom    
Japan «    
United States   

• 1053-58. 
* Not available. 

' Sources: Market economics—See table 1-2. 
U.S.H.lt.: Consumption (see table V1II-1); Investment (see sources tor construction Index In table 1-1). 

At the same time there has been a sharp decline in the rate of 
growth in new capital investment. In contrast, except for West 
Germany where the drop was nominal, the rate of investment rose in 
the market economies between the two periods. There has been an 
actunl decline in housing construction, largely the result of a sharp 
curtailment in private housing authorizations. In recent years the 
investment decline has been even more dramatic, the annual average 
increment for 1961-63 being only 4.7 percent for all investment and 
G.7 percent if housing is excluded. . * - ■ 

Between I960 and 1963 defense expenditures, as measured by the 
imperfect indicator of the state budget, increased by more than 10.5 
percent per year though in 1963 the increases has fallen to 4.7 percent. 
Some roujrh notion of the change in emphasis in military efforts is 
conveyed by reference to two previously cited originating sector trends. 
Defense services, winch refer in the income originating context only 
to personnel expenditures, have been declining since the midfifties; 

.while scientific services, heavily oriented to defense support, have been 
rising very rapidly. These two disparate trends reflect the shift in 
military emphasis from mass armies to the research and developmental 
activities essential for sophisticated weaponry. 

* Joint Economic Committee. U.S. Congress, Annual .Economic Indicalori/ar tht U.S.S.R., 1964. Table 
VIII-5. 

* Ibid. v 
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•■•'I. FACTORS AFFECTING GROWTH RETARDATION 

• • Economic growth may be analyzed, as in the foregoing passages, 
in-terms of originating sectors or of uses of national product. It may 
also be analyzed in terms of factor inputs into the productive process. 
Most simply it can be expressed as the input of labor times the output 
per unit of labor, usually designated a9 labor productivity. If suffi- 
cient data is available, the labor productivity expression can be less 
ambiguously replaced bv other productive inputs—capital, education, 
land, organization, and the like. 

Beginning with the simplified approach, we note that part of the 
explanation for the retardation in growth lies in a less favorable 
manpower situation, the rate of increase having dropped to 1.4 from 
1.9 percent, in the earlier period (table 1-4). This trend reflects the 
delayed effect of reduced wartime birth rates and the increasing 
difficulty of further raising an already high labor participation ratio. aimcuuy oi luriner raising an already nign laoor participation ratio. 
However, the U.S.S.R. is not conspicuous in such a trend with larger 
declines in West Germany, Italy, and Japan without commensurate 
effects on output. More striking has been the sharp deceleration in 
labor productivity advancement, even if cyclical weather influences 
are removed. In the earlier period Soviet productivity growth per- 
formance ranked at the top just below Germany’s; in the later period 
it was much below that of Japan and the large continental powers. 
It moved in the opposite direction to that of all major industrialized 
countries, except.for Germany, with a considerably smaller decline. 

Country 

1050-58 • 1058-63 

ONP Employ- 
ment 

Produc- 
tivity i 

ONP Employ- 
ment 

Produc- 
tivity • 

U.S.S.R    7.0 1.0 5.0 4.5 1.4 8.1 
France — 4.4 .4 4.0 6.0 .0 4.1 
Oermony (Federal Republic)  76 2.4 5.1 5.0 1.5 4.3 
Italy      5.6 1.6 s.e 6.6 1.1 5.4 
United Kingdom  2.4 ■ .4 1.0 3.0 .6 2.5 
Japan *  fl. i 2.1 4.0 12.5 1.3 11.1 
United States 1  2.9 1.0 1.0 4.1 1.6 2.6 

1 Index of ON’P: Index of employment expressed In man-years. No adjustment has been made for reduc 
tlons In working hours. In the 2 time periods under consideration there was a larger reduction In annual 
hours worked in manufacturing In the U.S.S.R., 13 percent (A'arndnor Kkoiiaittpo SSSfi r 1961 Coin, p. 488) 
than In the other economics—France, 0.8; Germany, 7.B; United Kincdom, 2.5; and the United States 
3,2 percent (OECD, Productivity Measurement Review, Novrmbcr 16C2, p. 12). 

* Japanese working hour* rose by 3.2 peioent (Japan, Ministry of Harden Affairs, Stotittleal Surrey of' 
Japan. fPSf, p. 11.). Therefore, in terras of man-hours Soviot productivity accomplishment* are relatively 
unrieistated, but a precise Adjustment cannot be madr in the Absence of information on hours of work in 
nomnanu/acturinc occupations for tnost of the countries in the oompaiisoQ. 

Sources; ON’P—See fable 1-2. 
Employment—Market economic*; OECD, Manpower Staiutia, lHS0-6i. United Nations, Monthly 

Bulletin of Siatiitirs, November 1001. 
U.S.S.R.—See table VI-2 tor civilian employment and appendix table 1, services sources, for military 

employment. 

An important factor in the decline in productivity advancement has 
been the cited sharp drop in the rate of growth in new capital invest- 
ment (table 1-3). Howrever, the reduced investment growth rate does 
not suffice to explain, the productivity deceleration, as there has been 

TABLE 1-4.—Employment and labor productivity at determinants in comparative ’ 
growth of GNP 

[Average annual rates] 
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mem,’ respectively, lor me perioas iaou-oa ana nioo-o^,- me euect <n 
the shift in investment composition is to change the aggregate capital- 

1 While useful as a rough Indicator of tlie efficiency of capital utilization, capital-output ratios have limi- 
tations which should ho kept in mind. If so aggregative as to cover tho entire economy or all of Industry, 
their rntios may be strongly influenced by differing economic structures with difference* between sectors or 
Industrial brandies often larger than tlxise between countries. Tlie use of marginal, rattier than average, 
ratios may introduce distortions arising from discontinuities in investment trends. Similarly. ■ IUTeren<■»■>, in 
capacity utilization on terminal dotes tuny also bias the intercounLry comparisons. Even with these limi- 
tations in mind, the divergence In trends In capital-output rntios between the U.S.S.R. and the market 
economies has been so glaring since 1S58 as to be little affected by tlie qualifications riled atiove. 

* Data on net output from Vladimir Trent!, 7>c IP>9 Snri/t Jntn^rftoral Flow Tati', vol. I. Research 
Analysis Corp. (Ti’-lSt7). Tabic 33. Data on capital stock from Tsoutral’nae StntlcliesWo Ujiavlenie. 
Xarodiiogo Khaziorlto 6SSR v 1DG0 Oodu (Central Statistical Administration, National Economy of the 
U.8.S.K. in 1000), p. ttr. 

’ 1W51 edition of above slallstlca] compendium, pp. 541 and 545, and 19G2 edition, p. 444. 
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coordinated delivery of vital inputs. The rising volume of incom- 
pleted projects reflects the latter policy. ‘ Even if investment had been 
given a higher resource priority, there would still have been growth 
retardation resulting from the additional time required to assimilate 
new technologies. 

1 Akiwlorniia Nauk S.S.8.U., KapHaTnct vlcthtnlla f ruerty ik\ fapoTroeonfia (U.8.8.R. Academy of 
Sciences, Capital Investments and Uc serves for their Utilization), 1003, p. 206. 

• Since I960 rates of Increase In investment have sveragod only 4 percent, while explicit defense outlays 
have risen by more than 10.4 percent per year <9.3 billion rubles in I960 to 13.3 billion in 1963). 

>* ICronnmie Indicator! * * *, table £V-5 and Pratxia, Jan. 2C 1964. 
9 Najodnott Kho:ialtlu> SSSIt v. IOCS Godu, pp. 460-461. 
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normal agricultural weather conditions. The projections for the 
market economies are based upon national target estimates for 1970 
submitted to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel- 
opment and upon official Japanese plan goal (table 1-7). Through 
1964 the continental economies and Japan have matched or exceeded 
targeted growth rates. The United Kingdom has lagged in its 
growth performance with future recoupment dependent on the adop- 
tion ana successful execution of fundamental structural reforms. If 
the United States cun maintain the expansion pace of the past 3 years, 

■ :r ~ . 
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weather factors. The computed upper limit has been adjusted 
slightly downward to reflect the continual deceleration in the rise of 
nonagricultural labor productivity. 

Soviet growth superiority among the principal world economies is. 
now a memory. For the remainder of this decade, Soviet growth will . 
be little or no faster than that of France and Italy and considerably 
slower than that of Japan. The former wide disparity between Soviet 
and United States expansion rutes will be reduced to around 1 per- 
cent. The absolute difference between the national products of the 

H Joint Economic Committee, U.8. Congress, Dimentiont o/ Soriet Economic Power, 10G3, p. 631. . 
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adjustment tor free market sates. The relative Importance of free market sales has declined significantly 
In recent years. 

Transportation—Verm an M. Kaplan, Soviet Transport and Communications Output Indues, IS!8-6t, 
Rand Corn. (RM-4264-PR), 1964, p. 55. 1963 output obtained by adjusting 1063 link relative for volume 
of freight (table Vll-j) by 1955-63 relationship between Indexes of freight volume and Kaplan's computed 
freight output index. 

Communications—Norman Kaplan, op. ell., p. 55. 1963 Index obtained by adjusting 1963 link relative 
for employment (SSSR v Tsifrakh v 19i«3 Oodu. p. 133) by 1955-62 relationship between index of employ* 
ment and Kaplan's Index of employment and revenue. 

Commerce—Index moved by trend of employment In commerce, procurement, and supply (table V-A-7) v. umuiuv« uiuts uiu'cu u/ uv»u ui UJUIU US WUIIIUJVM-C, |*l tn-ui mtu ■*-»I ’l'1/ \w»uig f A1 f 

times an assumed increase in productivity per worker of 0.7 percent per year. This Increase In output per 
employee was computed for services sectors in the U.S. economy for the period 1929-61 (Victor Pucns, 
Productivity Trends in the Goods and Serriees Sectors. I9t9~6t, National Bureau of Economic Research. 1964, 
p. 131. In lieu of Indigenous information this trend is also presumed to apply to noncommodity sectors in 
the Soviet economy. 

Services—Indexes for the services subsectors are based on employment trends, adjusted for the assumed 
0.7 percent annual productivity increase. The defense manpower estimates arc obtained from Dimensions 
of Soviet Economic Power, p. 43, the column on million man-years and from Institute of Strategic Studies, 
Military Palanct, 19Ct~GS and Military Balance, I96S-63, London. The employment indexes for the other 
subsectors are obtained from table— / 

. \ • 







PROJECTED POPULATION OP THE “ABLE-BODIED AGE” 

Males aged 16 to 59 years and females aged 16 to 54 years con- 
stitute the able-bodied ages in the Soviet Union. Estimates indicate 
that during 1959 and 1960 the population in this age group declined 
by about 0.4 million and that from 1961 through 1963 the group 
grew less rapidly than it had prior to 1959. Thus, at the beginning 
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apply to the ID ter war territory adjusted for tbe annexations of 1039 and 1040, but exclude the population 
In tbe territory retroceded to Poland at the end of the war. 

Source: 1013-03: TsentraJ’noye statlstlcheskoye upravleniye prt Sovete mints tror SSSH, Narodnoye 
kbotyaytloo BSSR a l9Ct goitt, tlaHstlthrikly feihrffodnlt (TV KeUonal Economy of thi U.S.S.ft in 106t,A 
Stalutlcol yearbook), Moeoow, 1063. pp. 7-8. 1964-65:  BSSR p tilfrakh a IOC4 godu, Krai tip Halil- otwwtuu* i niuown, svw> JJJV. I-O. iftn-ya. ...... uuuxa r wi/ruan v |rwu< sx i u*»i|r 

fJeAttJtip (Thi U*8.&JL in Figure* (n 19631A Short Statistical Compilation), Moscow. 1966, p. 7. 
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i Census of Het. 17,192#, 
* Census of Jan. 17,1939. 

Source: U.S.S.R.: 1913-59: TaentrsVnoye statlstlehrakoye uprfcvlenlye prl Sovete minis trov 88SR 
Narocinoyt khotyaystvo SSSR r that godu, statist Icheskiy yezhcyodnik (The National Ecodomy of the U.S.S.R. 
in I96i, A SraiUticol Yearbook), Moscow, 1963, pp. 7-#. 1941: Estimate. 1950-85: O.S. Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of tbe Census, Projection* of the Population oftht U.S.S.R., by Aet and Sex: 1961-96, 
by James W. Brackett. International Population Reports. Series P-91, No. 13. Washington, 1904 p. 33. 
See table IT-7 lor an explanation of the prelection series. 

United States: 1913-41: U.8. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Historical Statistics'of the 
United States, Colonial Times to 19S7, Washington, I960, p. 7. 1950 and 1664:   Estimate t of the Population 
of the United States, Jan. I, 1060, to Jan. 1, 1966, Current Population Reports, scries P-25. No. 299,Wash- 
ington, 1965. 1970-85:   Projections of the Population of the Untied States, by Age and Sex: 1961 to 1986 
by Jacob S. Siegel, Meyer Zltter, and Donald S. Akers, Current Population Roports, series'P-23. No. 286. 
Washington. 1934. p. 41. Ail four aeries assume that mortality win decline and that there will be 300,000 lm- 
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za> Yerevan    ttM 3UV O/B OUJ IV/. D IV. o O.V 
96. Alma-Ata   222 4.4C 580 607 173.4 33.1 4.7 
27. Voronezh  ..s.  344 448 635 558 62 2 24.6 4.3 
28. Zaporoih’e      282 435 507 529 87.6 21.6 4.3 
29. Krasnoyarsk...    190 412 483 521 174.2 36.5 7.9 
SO. Frunxe   —*.... S3 220 326 312 267.7 55.5 4.9 
SI. Tallin    160 282 211 320 100.0 13.5 2.9 
32. Dushanbe   83 224 270 238 259.0 33.0 8.0 
39. Vll’nyus  215 236 271 282 31.2 19 3 4.1 
31. Kishinev    ... 112 216 254 267 138.4 23.6 5.1 
35. Ashkhabad...  127 170 207 215 69.3 26.6 3.9 

Source: 103d, 1959, and 1963: Tsentral'noye statistlcbeskojre upravlenlyo pri Sovete mlnlstrov SS8R, 
Narodnoye khocyayttvo SSSR v IOC! ffodn, ilatitlichetklv ytzhtgodnlk (The National Economy of the 
USSR In 100k, ,a SaJlttical Yearbook), Mosooor, 1963, p. 25. 1964:  SSSR f Uifrakh e IMS gain, 
Krotkiy ttatUtlchetkiy eborntk (U.S.S.R. in Figure! in 1005, A Short SlatUtical Compilation), Moscow, 
1964, pp. 16-17. 'M 
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S3. S 26 8 
34.0 37.3 
34. 7 27.7 

37.3 21.6 
27.7 22.2' 

35. 3 213 22.6 
40.4 I 36. 0 28. S 23.1 

20.3 23.5 
29.8 23 9 

8.3 16.3 
& 6 16. 5 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Projection* of the Population of the 
U.S.S.R., Tig Age and Sex: 1IHH-&S, by James \V. Brackett, International Population Reports, series P-91, 
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No. J3. Washington. 1904. The assumptions used In the preparation of tho projections are as follows. 
Fertility: Series A: That the maternal cross reproduction rate will rise from its level of about 125 

in 1963 to 130 In 1904 and will eontlnuo to rise by a constant annual amount until 1974, after which It will 
stabilize at 140. Series B: That the maternal cross reproduction rate will remain constant at the 1963 
level throughout the projection period. Series C: That the maternal gross reproduct on rate will de- 
cline to 115 in 1064 and will continue to decline by a constant annual amount until 1974, after wblcb It 
will stabilize at 100. Series D: That the maternal gross reproduction rate wilt decline to 110 in 1964 
and that It will continue to decline by a constant annual amoant until 1074, after which it will stabilize 
at 80. 

Mortality: That age-sped fle death rates will decline in accordance with postwar international experi- 
ence. . . „ ■ - • 

Migration: That there will be no migration. . . • 
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respectively. 

Source: Same as table £1-7. 
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iwe  238.766 240,263 3,014 115 4,717 10.6 - 1.703 
I960  241,770 243,291 3,042 12.5 4,769 10.6 • 1,727 
1070  244,812 246,360 3.096 12.6 4.853 10.7 1,757 
mi  247,908 249,408 3.179 12.7 4,061 10.0 1, 782 
1972.   251,087 252,720 8,285 110 6,078 20.1 1,813 
1973   254.352 256,029 3,353 13.1 5,202 ■ 20.3 1,849 
1974  257,705 259.428 . 3,445 13.3 8,334 20.0 1.869 
1073  281,150 262,007 3,513 13.4 5,436 20.7 1,023 
1970  284,663 2G6, 450 3,574 13.4 6.542 20. 8 1,068 
1077  268; 237 .270,063 3.652 11* 5.6.54 20.0 . 1002 
1078   271.889 273,757 8.736 13.6 6,770 21.1 1034 
1070   275,625 277,525 3,800 117 5,888 21.2 1088 
1060  279,425 281, 361 3,871 118 6,098 21.3 2,127 
1981  283,206 285,209 3,946 13.8 6,098 21.4 1152 
1982  287,242 289,238 3,092 118 6,188 21.4 1106 
1083  291,23* 293.245 4,022 13.7 6.250. 21.3 2,237 
1084.  29^256 297,274 4,036 116 6,313 2L2 1277 
1063  299,202 ......  . ....... 

Footnote! on p. 33. 
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343, OU 343,669 

> Estimates of tba total population for 1933, 1933, 1036, and 1061 through 1064 shown bon an somewhat 
different from the official Soviet estimates for those yean because the official figures Imply unexplained 
residuals. Those residuals for yean 1900-62 an as follows: 1060, -34.000; 1061, +15,000; and 1062, +85,000. 

* The projections wen prepared prior to the release of the vital rates for 1003. The official rates for 1063 are: 
natural Increase, 14.0; birth, 21.2; and death, IX Absolute numbers of births and deaths have not yet been 
published. 



15.2 2,365 22.3 755 ■ 7. 1 
14.5 2,313 21.fi 756 7.0 
15.9 2,278 20.9 - 781 • * 7.0 
13.8 2,266 20.6 760 6.9 
15.5 2,274 20.3 764 6.8 
13.4 2,287 20.2 .777 6.8 
13.6 2,331 20.3 779 . 6.8 
13.5 2,369 20.3 789 6.8 
13.8 2,409 20.4 788 6.8 
13.7 2,453 20.5 » 816 C. 8 
13 8 2,600 20.6 825 6.8 
13.9 2,548 ' 20.7 836 6.8 
14.0 2,600 20.8 853 6.8 
14.1 2,653 20.9 867 6.8 
14.2 2,707 21.1 686 6.0 
14.2 2,7® 21.2 010 7.0 
14.2 2,804 21.2 022 7.0 
14.2 2,845 21.2 042 ' ! 7.0 
14.1 2; 878 21.2 061 7.1 
14.0 2,903 21.1 ' 075 • 7.1 
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25 to 20 year*   
30 to 34 years...... 
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• ‘ >> <" ■*«-. v * <010 41 years... 
1 v t0 <(J years... 
- 60 to M yenrs... ! 65 lofio years  

00 to 64 yean  
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70 to 74 years  
75 years and over. 
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17,441 10,201 20,628 

14,074 12,500 11,040 
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.17.700 17.CS0 18,104 
10.373 10.148 18.572 
12,807 14. 483 ir,,;iou 
10, 17t) 10.UC1! in. iso 

; 12.030 11,503 11,039 
10.707 11.220 11,041 
8.001 0. 194 9,415 
0.068 7.205 7,500 
fi. 190 5,374 5,581 
3,917 4.011 4.102 
4,355 4,557 4,705 

23,062 74,211 74,580 24,800 

23,408 22.754 

13.117 
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10.400 

0.034 

10t 074 

0.090 

11.140 

7.720 

11,429 

- 8.012 

11,010 

0,794 

11.741 11.029 

10L439 101044 

12,233 12,178 

11,110 11,109 

12,888 11,712 

11.880 11.711 

10,790 0,051 8,201 7.022 0.253 9,097 0,950 7.070 8.707 9.707 1*390 

8,974 
8,840 
7,037 
3,820 
4,217 
4.459 
8,394 
2.494 
1.028 
1,339 
1.448 

9,480 
8,743 
7.886 
4,013 
4,018 
4,913 
3.974 
2,924 
1.093 
1.388 

9,947 
8.793 
8,463 
4.430 
3,874 
4,492 
8,741 
2,021 
2.032 
1,415 
1,979 

10,490 
8.032 
8.701 
9.004 
8,771 
4,300 
8.808 
2.740 
2,074 
1,404 
1.033 

10.798 
8.619 
8,837 
9,938 
8,697 
4,235 
4,049 
2.902 
2,103 
1.914 

10,090 
8.800 
8.718 
6,909 
8,713 
4,(08 
4.171 
8.072 
2,141 
1,967 
1,748 

9,606 
9.880 
8,620 
7,745 
3,903 
3.852 
4,234 
3.242 
2,100 
1,814 
1,808 

8.183 
9,841 
8,874 
8.820 
4,813 
3,718 
4.213 
8.400 
2,282 
1.898 
5,870 

0,967 
10,882 
8,942 
8,048 
4. MO 
8.824 

,4,181 
8,940 
2.830 
1,689 
1.930 

0.211 
10,688 
8,618 
8,689 
6.797 
8,699 
8.982 
8.088 
*.434 
1,718 
2,009 

9,998 
10,934 
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8.971 
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0,307 
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11,030 

9. 9M 
10.173 
8.420 
ft,!** 
7, IM 
fi, 904 
3.084 
4.830 
8.300 
3.084 
8.173 

10.139 10,834) 10,788 11.042 11,201 11,308 11,447 11,729 11.833 iaooi 12.007 

3,000 0.434 7.520 8,589 0,475 10,127 10,604 10,757 11.013 11.174 11,281 

10,840 0,880 «,m 8,904 8,109 S. 878 a 400 7.492 a 541 a 447 taooo 

0.220 0.782 10,729 10,729 10,990 la 792 a 039 am a«7 : a M* , a«? 
0, 72ft 0,354 9,213 a 974 9. 109 0.712 10, 180 . iawn * 10,042 laiao 
0.272 9.040 10.297 BmFEZM a 033 0,285 am a sis S, a 849 an3 
8.338 8,572 0,970 7,580 _ a 341 a i73 a&w ■ l Ira ia»s 7/iaooo T-‘ aw? 
0.822 0.513 0,314 a 172 a 251 8.48ft a wo " 7.404 • » a 239 . 9.064 
7, ISO ■ 7.387 7.390 7.271 7.012 a 070 a377 aiw . aoTo ' “ a05Q a i2« 
8,02! Mas11 8.2M T ' II t. ao«H a 902 7.139 7.103 7,049 'am • a 474 

K9L3 5.337 Mi 13 6, fil' l ' a 702 a 738 a ww . a MI a i2« as« aw 
3. 833 3. ran 4,4111 4,224 \ 4,4*i3 a «i H a 024 a<*w a 208 8.280 a mi 
2.743 2,803 . 2.870 2.9.17 ' -3.0W 3. IRU a 330 3,803 aow a 902 4.119 
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